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ANALYSIS

Munich Again, With a Difference

TIME brings its revenges and fate its recompense, even to the 
posthumous reputation of the considerably maligned Mr. Neville 

Chamberlain. To the unsophisticated eye Sir Winston Churchill 
appears now to occupy the position of Mr. Chamberlain in 1938
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and Mr. Dulles that of Mr. Churchill. The only substantial 
difference is that Russia has replaced Germany, and a large part 
of both Europe and British Empire has been lost in the interval. 
It is not immediately clear why it was a heinous offence to appease 
Germany when she had annexed the German lands of Czecho
slovakia and was contemplating the German city of Danzig, while 
it is a laudable stand for peace to appease Russia when she has 
annexed East Germany, part of Austria, all Poland, Czechoslovakia, 
Hungary, Roumania, Bulgaria and the Baltic lands. But circum
stances alter cases, and it requires no trained psychologist to discern 
what circumstance has altered this case. For our part-we are 
always for peace provided it is not bought at too high a price, 
but the permanent enslavement of a large part of Europe and an 
enduring menace to what is left of British Empire would be too high 
a price. Mr. Dulles has already made it clear that America will 
not tolerate for ever this status quo. We have every hope that 
this will prove to be the position of Sir Winston Churchill as the 
negotiations develop ; he indicated in his much discussed speech 
in Parliament on 12th May that he at least regarded the position 
of Germany and other wholly or partially occupied territories as 
unsatisfactory, and the frontier of Germany and Poland as still 
an open question. His revelation that the withdrawal of Allied 
Forces in Germany in favour of the advancing Soviet Armies at 
the conclusion of hostilities was due to American insistence provided 
more justification for the wisdom than for the character of British 
statesmanship at that time. A great French newspaper recently 
commented that Mr. Churchill had much faith in his personal 
touch at international conferences, while those who recollected 
the results of Yalta and Potsdam regarded a renewal of this 
experience with less confidence.

British - American Divergences

What are the divergences between Britain and America which 
become so widely advertised? The differences of method are 
clearer than those of principle, perhaps, because the principles o f 
British government have not been so precisely defined. We greatly 
prefer the British method as described by the Prime M inister; 
if we want peace it is essential to get the two sides together round 
a table as quickly as possible and peace is rightly and naturally 
the desire of mankind. Let the great Powers come together in
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intimate and private negotiation without pomp and circumstance, 
and, above all, without a preliminary bawling match like a couple 
of old prize fighters working up a “ gate ” for a long postponed 
championship. In theory there is always much to be said for a 
preliminary exchange of views which can clarify issues and 
concentrate negotiation, but in practice it usually degenerates into 
an exchange of insults with more lost than gained. Mr. Churchill 
is surely right in pressing for an early meeting of the great Powers 
on each side which should certainly include France. (Is it too 
rational to suggest that Germany should also be present ?) The natural 
British instinct for a quiet get together is fortified by a historic and 
traditional skill in handling successfully various types of men and 
diverse situations in the course of the Imperial experience. 
Unhappily a good part of the aptitude seems to have departed 
with the Empire, but the memory of it still influences younger and 
less rusi peoples to use long spoons at this table. The Americans 
should be reassured by the prevalence of their influence at Potsdam, 
but should hope that this dominance may be used to better purpose 
next time.

War or Peace in Soviet Hands

When we turn from method to principle American policy gives 
more hope to enslaved Europe than any European voice which 
speaks with the responsibility of office. A great people confronts 
its enemies and supports its friends ; a dying people abandons 
its friends and seeks the favour of its foes. We hope and believe 
that it is only a transient fatigue which accords a near monopoly 
of this quality of greatness to the Americans whose relative youth 
and inexperience as a  great Power sometimes carry this virtue 
towards the vicious disaster of war. But that danger cannot 
materialise if the Soviets are really bent on peace ; it is out o f the 
question for Wall Street, the Pentagon or any other bogy of the 
Left to precipitate a war in face of a determined drive of the Soviets 
for peace. The peoples of the West want peace, and it is far beyond 
the power of any government or clique within the democracies 
to start a  war without clear reason. On the other hand it is quite 
possible for a government within the closed system of the Soviets 
to start a war whenever it chooses without public opinion having 
the slightest idea what has really occurred, let alone any influence 
upon the event. The issue of peace or war always has rested,
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and still rests entirely, in the hands of the Soviet leaders. It seems 
now almost certain that they have decided on peace for the good 
reason that they must know they would lose the open war and have 
a fair prospect of winning the secret war. This struggle will begin 
under cover of their political idea in the condition of economic 
collapse which they reckon will follow a sudden relaxation of tension 
after the long strain of rearmament which their previous manoeuvres 
caused.

American Dominatipn is Humiliating but Subjection to Russia is Suicide

Things are seldom quite so nicely calculated in human affairs 
and it is probable that some event like the death of Stalin was a 
factor in ending the prolonged threat of war from the Soviet side 
which took the world to the edge of the abyss. But those who 
usually overestimate human cleverness have some evidence on this 
occasion for the belief that Machiavellian design on the part of 
the Soviets twisted and deformed the body of western industry 
by the extreme necessities of rearmament, and only switched over 
to peace at the eleventh hour with the aim of subjecting it to the 
maximum dislocation before the real war of politics began. 
Whether this was design or muddle, it has occurred, and we are 
faced with a century-old school of thought which believes in the 
“ internal contradictions of capitalism ” and must give some 
consideration to their deliberate accentuation. The Soviets drive 
now for political power through the economic collapse of the West 
and will seek in the coming negotiations by every form of intrigue, 
threat and manoeuvre to gather a winning position for that game; 
It is therefore an advantage that some power in the West should 
have the nerve to call the bluff and the will to stand firm ; we are 
against war, but also against death without war. We are against 
an American domination of Europe, but we are still more against 
a subjection of Europe to Russia ; because the first is a temporary 
humiliation and discomfort which is anyway our own fault, while' 
the second would have the permanence of a deliberate suicide.

Europe and Russia, W hat Principles o f Accord?

In dealing with the Soviets it is wise to pay more attention to 
what they are doing than to what they are saying ; in particular 
it is almost impossible to estimate their future action from present
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words. Their propaganda has long turned the ordinary usages of 
speech inside o u t ; in a Soviet manifesto liberty can for practical 
purposes be translated as tyranny and peace as war. Their concept 
of expression has become the concealment of meaning. The only 
guide to their intentions is therefore an accurate appraisal of their 
interests, and the hesitant stupidity of their policy in pursuit of their 
interests often obscures clarity even in this region of reality. Al
together it is not easy to deal with this evasive eastern mind 
which is only held in any fixed position by the rigidity of an obsolete 
economic doctrine. The only answer is the unity of the West 
and a firm stand on definite principles. Let us by all means go 
to a conference with Russia without preliminaries which waste 
time and risk misunderstanding, but let us know what we want 
when we get there. The Russians naturally object to any clear 
understanding between the allies before the conference, but even 
they can scarcely expect such objections to be taken seriously. 
The only real question is what are the principles on which we stand. 
The first and basic principle must be the freedom of all Europe. 
The second principle must be that freedom means the right of any 
people to vote freely and by secret ballot for the government it 
desires, after hearing every opinion which anyone cares to state. 
The complete freedom of elections in all the occupied countries— 
West or East—must be guaranteed by commissions whose neutrality 
is beyond question ; many precedents exist for such procedure.

If the Conference Breaks Down ?

The conference might well break down on the maintenance by 
the West of these clear principles, but in that case the argument would 
end with right plainly on our side. We should have pierced the 
cloud of Soviet verbiage and exposed to all the world the reality 
of tyranny. Such phrases as those used in the much discussed 
Pravda article of 25th April 1953 would become a patent absurdity 
in addition to a cynical mockery—“ the facts show that only by a 
stubborn struggle for their rights did the peoples of Eastern Europe 
come to the present popular democratic form of government. . . 
it would be strange to expect the Soviet Union to interfere in favour 
of installing the reactionary regimes overthrown by these 
peoples The answer to that would be—  “ Very well, prove i t ; 
the Communist Parties can state the Soviet case during free elections* 
and others, can state their case ; we will abide by the result — will
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you ?” Directly we take this firm and clear stand on principle 
the moral position of the Soviets becomes impossible and they will 
lose in advance the coming political battle. In the event of a Soviet 
refusal we should immediately open a drumfire of propaganda 
based on the case which that negation would provide. On the 
military side we should draw the logical conclusion that the Soviet 
refusal to accord the central European lands freedom, and to 
establish a natural buffer between themselves and the West, meant 
that they intended to use these territories as a springboard and their 
peoples as production slaves in a  future war. We should therefore 
explain clearly to the world why the West was intensifying re
armament until a position of overwhelming power had been 
reached ; we should stress again and again that our measures were 
defensive but could not be relaxed until real peace was established 
in Europe, and the only possible basis for that happier state would 
be the complete freedom of all European peoples.

/
Disarmament Offer ?

Directly European freedom is granted we can legitimately assume 
that the Soviets really mean peace. We would then reduce 
armaments to any extent if the Soviets would accompany us with 
proved measures on their s id e ; -the desired goal would then be 
that both sides should as far as possible be incapable of attack 
and should give every guarantee o f this which was technically 
possible. We could make clear this offer in advance ; the Soviets 
could not sit easily beneath this barrage o f propaganda and pressure 
of military measures. They would not attack because they have 
missed their opportunity to do that while the West was so weak 
and the atomic and hydrogen weapons were not so far advanced. 
If the Soviets start a war they take the risk they clearly wish to 
avoid, because open war must mean for them a final defeat from the 
superior science and productive power o f the West. But in such 
a situation they could not sit s ti ll; they must either advance or 
retire, and in the end the decision must be to  retreat. Before they 
retire a conference may break down, pr two or three conferences 
may fa il; we should not be so afraid of failures in talk which are 
temporary, only of failure in action which can be permanent. We 
are dealing with the eastern mind in a  hard bargain, and those on 
the other side of the table may walk out o f  the room several times 
before the final settlement. We should state our price and stick
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to i t ; our price is the freedom of our fellow Europeans. In the 
end it will be accepted because our opponents have no tolerable 
alternative ; nor have we, because acquiescence in the enslavement 
of Europe can in the end mean a losing struggle on that territory 
between the military and the political which is a no-man’s land 
to the mind of the western democracies. A firm stand, a relentless 
pressure and a political skill which mobilises all decisive elements 
to our side can win this fight without war ; indeed it is the only 
way to avoid the final war in a disastrous form.

The Coming Economic Struggle

What are the prospects of success for such a policy ? Far better 
than may at first appear, because, in effect, it is an effort to drive 
the Soviets in the direction they must desire to go. But,they want 
to take as much as possible with them, and it is our task to prevent 
this ; such is the nature of the struggle which must precede the 
final settlement. The real game of the Soviets is to make peace— 
to make it very clear that a war cannot take place—so that public 
opinion in the West will demand a great and rapid measure of 
disarmament which will precipitate an economic crisis. But the 
Soviets want to buy this favourable situation as cheaply as possible ; 
they will give up no more than is necessary to create an effective 
atmosphere of peace. If  on our side we disregard their words 
and manoeuvres and analyse accurately their interests, we know 
that the Soviets must reach this position in order to reduce their 
risk of disaster in the open military field and to increase their chance 
of success in the political—economic field. Therefore we can 
afford to exercise a heavy pressure to obtain our necessary objectives, 
particularly if we so manoeuvre that the charge of aggression and 
oppression rests squarely on the Soviets and not on us. All these 
things are possible provided we have skill and will. Fortunately 
we have been aided by the errors of our enemies. A really bold 
and imaginative Soviet policy could have put us in a much worse 
fix ; if for instance they had treated the peoples of the occupied 
lands really well. They could have made sacrifices for a brief 
period to improve the economic condition of these peoples, and 
have taken risks to accord them a semblance of liberty, before 
withdrawing with such dear cut decision that war was clearly 
“ o ff” and the economic crisis clearly “ o n ”. Then, they could 
have won the sympathy of Central Europe and have crashed the
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economic system of the West by the same stroke. Happily we are 
once again saved from our own errors by the greater errors of our 
opponents. Even when the blunders of the British Foreign Office 
do everything possible to ensure that Germany shall fight on the 
side of the Soviets if war comes in a few years time, the pinchbeck, 
bureaucratic idiocy of the Soviet leadership produces a counter
vailing stupidity. We are spectators at a  strange game o f destiny 
in which each side seems only capable of scoring against itself; 
the balance of imbecility replaces the balance of power.

Mr. Attlee and America

In such a situation it is inevitable that the Labour Party should 
make its contribution. Mr. Attlee is no Pitt, but most fair ob
servers would admit he possesses more character and intelligence 
than the rest of his colleagues put together. Under stress of Party 
pressure or of mental aberration he recently thought fit to demand 
a revision of the American constitution ; if his words did not mean 
this they had no meaning — “ In America power is divided between 
the Administration and Congress . . .  the Government in America 
is not really master in its own house. . .  pressure groups and 
interests are very strong and the American administration seems 
to be less integrated than o u rs . . .  there is one policy run by the 
Treasury, another by the State Department and, perhaps, another
by the President___ ” So pontificated Attlee, and it sounded
as if he knew what he was talking about because he might have 
been describing the constitution o f the Labour Party. Is it really 
so surprising that some indignation was evoked in America by 
these strictures on their private affairs from the head o f a Party 
in another State which had recently been maintained in office for 
a long period of years by American charity? There was no limit 
to European indignation, and in particular to the abuse of the 
English Left, when a few months back Mr. Dulles ventured a  few 
polite remarks to the effect that America might be driven to 
reconsider aid to Europe if our Continent persisted in committing 
suicide, as there was not much point in pumping money into a 
corpse. We have all heard a  lot in our time about sauce for the 
goose and sauce for the gander, but nothing has yet equalled the 
“ sauce ”  of the Labour Party. ‘ In all this turmoil of the English 
Left the monolithic figure of Mr. Strachey still occupies the most 
favoured position —centrally and securely placed, midway between
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Attlee and Bevan, and yet basking in the sunshine of the Kremlin’s 
approval — “ One cannot but agree with the speech of the Labour 
Government Minister Strachey, who described Dulles’s speech 
as an effort to convert Eisenhower’s speech into an act of war 
So ran the Pravda announcement of 25th April 1953. Paradise 
enow.. . .  Pourvu que pa dure.

America’s Hour o f Decision

The most important thing in life is to know what matters, and 
the next is to know what does not matter. It is lack of clarity 
rather than lack of authority which seems to impede American 
administration. _ In most decisive spheres the American President 
has more power than the British Prime Minister ; it appears that 
the new Government has not yet decided how to use it. What are 
the objectives and the priorities of America ? — can anyone answer 
that question ? Where does America mean to fight, and what 
for ? Until these questions are answered clearly we all run the 
risk of muddling into war for no purpose. Is it not possible to 
define the position ? Is it really intended to resist the Soviets 
whatever they do, and to frustrate them with preventive force 
wherever they go ? If this is the decision, how can it be imple
mented ? If  the struggle shifts from the military to the political 
sphere we may win in Europe and lose in Asia. We can certainly 
win in Europe by some such measures as those we have discussed ; 
the advantages of knowledge, sentiment and tradition are with us 
in our own Continent. But it is improbable that we can win a 
political struggle in Asia where these factors are against us. Shall 
we then intervene with military measures to make good by force 
what we have lost by reason? That would not only make nonsense 
of the democratic case but would be a dangerous dispersion of 
military strength. Already our strategy is stretched round the out
side of a circle in which the Soviets hold the interior lines; an 
advantage which is only temporarily reduced by the inferiority of 
their communications. In political terms it is always dangerous 
to squeeze a  great power from all sides ; such pressure produces 
explosions. If  we are to drive the Soviets from Europe, is it wise 
to close all other doors ? Which is our priority, Europe or Asia ? 
We Europeans have no difficulty in answering that question, and, 
as an ally, we have a right to know the reply of America. In the 
end can we do more than hold the eastern periphery of Asia by the
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use of sea and air power to contain the Soviets at a safe distance 
from the vitals of America. ? The American people are not prepared 
for a great land war in China with the object of conquering all 
Asia. The only logical alternative is a strong defensive position 
which could be established by a moderate concentration of force 
to cover such regions as Japan, the Pacific Islands, Malaya and 
Indo-China. Such a  clear principle could give a  chance to peace 
by defining spheres of influence, and could give to Europe impreg
nable strength by the conservation of energy. Hold Europe, 
leave Asia, may yet prove to be the only practical basis of peace.

Postscript on Potsdam —The A lternative, German U nity and 
Freedom within General Disarm am ent

Since these lines were written the outline o f  Soviet policy becomes 
clearer ; it is an encouraging development because the basic weakness 
o f their position emerges. Already the second “  Pravda ” article o f 
24th May 1953 had revealed much in commenting on the speech 
o f Sir Winston Churchill — “ the German problem was reserved a 
special place in Churchill’s speech. He rightly described it as the 
dominating problem in Europe. First o f  all what attracts attention 
is the fact that Churchill did not even deem it necessary to recall 
the Yalta declaration and the Potsdam decisions ” — so the Soviets 
opened the struggle for Germany in a position which can be turned 
to their decisive defeat. It is now becoming clear that the Soviets 
aim at a permanent control o f Germany by some form o f four-power 
commission. German unity is only to be granted on condition that 
she is disarmed, helpless and enslaved. Then she would be permitted, 
and, indeed, encouraged to become a formidable trade competitor 
o f the West because she would be free from the burden o f  armament 
charges as we suggested in our last issue. The Soviet design is clear, 
but it will never succeed i f  we meet it with firm and clear policy.. 
Unity has naturally a greater attraction for Germans than the division 
o f their country and the integration o f the Western section into the 
American system o f defence, but not unity bought at the price o f perm
anent subjection as an inferior colonial people. The Soviets are playing 
a losing hand and it requires only a little skill in the West now to 
find the trumps. The policy we have suggested in these notes is 
thereby afforded a yet greater opportunity. Let us press hard for  
German unity and freedom based on free elections in both zones. This
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policy will win the whole German people in face o f the Soviet suggestion 
o f permanent occupation and control; our opponents have made 
a cardinal blunder and we should take immediate advantage o f it. 
What are the risks o f a bold policy ?— Are our rulers afraid that 
a free Germany will find means to arm and to dominate Europe? 
A great policy could eliminate all such risks because the demand 
for freedom would be accompanied by the offer o f general dis
armament. Germany would not be placed in an inferior or subject 
position but would be disarmed like everyone else to a point where 
she would be incapable o f aggressive action and would be subject to 
the same inspection and tests o f good faith. Freedom from foreign 
domination and freedom from the fear o f war are gifts which Western 
policy can offer to the peoples o f Europe; what would be the position 
o f the Soviet in the coming political struggle i f  they ventured a refusal ? 
It was fear o f freedom in the occupied lands, and fear of a German 
revival, which have placed the Soviets in this false position: fear of 
freedom is their Achilles’ heel and we should strike while it is exposed. 
But this requires will, courage and decision on our side; a great policy 
followed and supported by a relentless pressure o f skilled and sustained 
propaganda. We pass from the military to the political field in a 
struggle for the soul o f Europe : the egregious errors o f our enemies 
and the clear justice o f our cause can in the end win back all that 
has been lost — and more.

EUROPEAN.
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POETRY AND POLITICS

SHELLEY’S optimistic dictum that poets are the unacknowledged 
legislators o f the world is true enough in the long run, as his 

own poem Men o f  England illustrates, even if it is a long bow shot 
from Ariel to Aneurin Bevan.

Poetic legislation, however, works at about eleventh remove 
before it actually affects the man in the street. This is no less true 
in a society sufficiently educated to read and respect the writers 
o f high, “ difficult ” verse. In a “  popular ” culture like our own, 
which neither reads nor respects even the kitsch poetry it alone 
understands, it becomes hard to explain just why the contemporary 
“ obscure” poets, such as W. H. Auden, Herbert Read and 
Nicholas Moore, ought to be recognised as active elements in social 
change.

I am not concerned to assess the technique of the kind of poetry 
to which I refer. I do not propose to explain why its authors do 
not write in simple iambics, nor why they revere the traditionalist 
De la Mare, while deploring the equally traditionalist Drinkwater. 
What I  do want to point out is that intellectual poets on both sides 
of politics, from the extreme left to the extreme right, have been 
writing propagandist avant-garde verse for some time now, and 
that this verse has genuinely affected the political scene, to an 
extent hitherto ignored by politicians, outside the Communist 
movement.

To the trained Marxist the “ literary front ” is an aspect of the 
class-struggle, which he recognises as im portant.' He does not 
plot to “ capture highbrow poetry ” for its own sake, although 
that expression would probably be used quite seriously. The 
trained Communist knows that only the most minute minority 
would ever read the poetry of Auden, Day Lewis, MacNiece and 
Spender.. Of this minority the writers and artists are irrelevant.
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The dons and undergraduates and their Technical College equiva
lents, however, are the intellectual matrix of the larger part of the 
future governing class of England — future Ministers of the Crown, 
civil servants, diplomats, schoolmasters and even journalists — at 
their most impressionable age.

In recent times the ideas in “ modern” poetry, that blend of 
Frazer, Marx and Freud, sank into this fertile soil, to emerge 
again long after poetry reading had been abandoned as an 
adolescent “ phase” . Time and Tide and the New Statesman 
passed on the elements through John O’ London’s Weekly to Picture 
Post and the Daily Herald. Of these only the first two were in 
any way aware of the intellectual origins of such ideas. The 
resultant Russophile attitude, vague but benevolent, may not have 
been foreseen in its eventual form but was quite agreeable to the 
long-term policy of the left.

Messrs. Auden, Day Lewis, MacNiece and Spender were honest, 
given certain misconceptions about the “ menace of Fascism ” ; 
and it is significant of their malleability that only two, Cecil Day 
Lewis and Rex Warner, have remained far to the left, despite the 
general disillusion as to the contradictions between left wing theory 
and practice over the years.

Stephen Spender’s verse-play Trial o f a Judge could indeed be 
read comfortably by a literary S.S.-man by the simple expedient 
of turning the politics assigned to the different characters inside- 
out. Neither he nor his friends show any sign of having read the 
literature of “ the other side ”. They were too busy transmuting 
psychoanalysed Marxism into verse to notice the fate of Mayakovsky 
and Essenin when they found the Socialist Fatherland too fatherly.

Meanwhile these left-wing poets were read by the students and 
■dons of their day. By 1939 the civil service, Parliament, Foreign 
Office and B.B.C. diffused a blend of derivative, dogmatic anti- 
Fascism, which more than accounts for Maclean and Burgess. 
The diluted middle-aged memories of Poems for Spain, The Orators 
and The Express moulded the mentality that could broadcast 
God Save the King and The Internationale, without any sense of 
incongruity, in succession on the same day.

The Morgenthau Peace brought about a few changes. Their 
Marxist “ God that failed ” revealed feet of clay to one or two 
poets, who re-read their bibles or the criticism of Sir Herbert Read, 
or even went so far as to visit occupied Germany before having a 
look at “ gallant little Israel”. Soul-searching went on in ex-
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haustive autobiographies. What little poetry they wrote dealt 
mainly with the question whether Read’s anarchism was less 
“ fascist ” than Stalin’s Marxism. The deconverted innocents do 
not seem to have read Pound’s Pisan Cantos more than once. 
They did not discover the term “ syndicalism” until they were 
around forty so perhaps that is the most one could expect o f them.

Slightly younger poets, deciding that D. H. Lawrence had a more 
vital message for mankind than Marx, formed the New Apocalypse 
group in 1940. They had read fewer Left Book Club editions than 
their elders and more of Yeats and Read. Several of them were 
Celtic in origin (Dylan Thomas, Henry Treece and Vernon Watkins), 
which may have made them more suspicious of Greek “ agitprops ” 
bearing gifts. At all events Nicholas Moore, George Barker and 
their school developed what they called the “  Organic Myth ” 
very early on. They might have read more “ enemy ” literature, 
if the conditions of their wartime origin had not denied them the 
opportunity. As it was they wrote more clearly and lyrically, in 
a technical sense, than the New Signatures, whose odes character
istically expressed an inner confusion.

The Universities are the moulders, through high-brow verse, 
of the Gallup Poll opinions of twenty years later, through many 
intermediate removes. They are slow to admit genuinely “ danger
ous ” poetry, as the academic distinction between Pound and Eliot 
proves Yet there must be a don here and there, and there are 
certainly undergraduates, absorbing the implications of new and 
newer expressions of “ organic,” “ syndical ” and “ mythical ” 
concepts in direct revolt against the poets of the thirties. If so, 
it will be worth watching the turn of mind of avant-garde prose 
in a year or two, fiction in particular, and of the semi-literate 
weeklies culminating in those of the Picture Post variety half-a-dozen 
years hence, even if no striking political change of any kind has 
taken place in the meantime.

The poetry of to-day is the forerunner of the political , thought 
of to-morrow.

MILES KIRK.
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JEAN-PAUL SARTRE AND “ COMMITTED” 
LITERATURE

IF, as the witticism runs, a fortune awaits the inventor of women’s 
shoes which shall be smaller on the outside than within, it is 

similarly true that a large audience awaits the writer who will 
convincingly demonstrate to his readers how they may confront 
the crisis in human affairs without dealing with the crisis in. the 
self of which it is the large-scale projection. This crisis, taking 
shape as a split in the self which is at the very source of the modern 
writer’s dilemma between freedom and necessity, subjectivism and 
objectivism, and aestheticism and politicism, is a consequence o f  
that profound failure of faith which is the distinctive feature, both 
personal and collective, of the modern age. The irreconcilable 
dichotomy of “ self” and “ world” which afflicts the modem 
consciousness and accounts equally for such disintegral movements 
in life and art as surrealism and social realism, is really the outcome 
of a despairing refusal to move towards self-transcendence in the 
supreme Self the Logos ; a failure which has its intellectual 
counterpart in the inability to relate what Coleridge called the 
concepts of the understanding to the Ideas of the Reason, the mass 
of heterogeneous particulars to universal principles; and its 
social consequence (through the impotence to affirm a Thou as a  
correspondent opposite to the I  and so to enter the realm of inter- 
subjective responsibility) in a division of the private from the public 
life.

Politicism, in its extremer forms, represents an endeavour to  
overcome the crisis from without, through the subjection o f 
personality to sociality and the determination of society by external 
nature. Its consequences are only too obvious: the total 
evisceration of human life, the subjection of man to an inconscient 
Necessity and the subordination of all his activities, including 
art, to extrinsic aims. The politicist is impelled to substitute, for
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the ultimate ends which the Reason alone can present as the 
determinants of human action and which are called, in relation 
to the Reason, moral Ideas (Coleridge), an order of social purposes 
dictated by the understanding, i.e., such ends as are in their turn 
means to other ends. The problem of the politically-oriented 
writer, therefore, who would convincingly show us how to confront 
our crisis without the dreaded abandonment to Necessity — the 
problem of such popular prophets as Malraux, Koestler, Spender 
and Orwell — includes that of “ reconciling ” in some way the 
realm of ends with that of social purposes, and of justifying political 
expediency in moral terms. The attempt to safeguard art and 
inwardness to some extent from the threat of total exteriorisation 
has led some of them into strange contortions ; and Orwell, 
shortly before his death in 1949, came to the conclusion that there 
was no alternative for the creative writer in the modern world 
but to “ split his life into two compartments,” in one of which 
he should be an active politicist, in the other a pure and detached 
artist.

He wrote:

“ For most people the problem does not arise in the same 
form, because their lives are split already. They are truly alive 
only in their leisure hours, and there is no emotional connection 
between their work and their political activities. N or are they 
generally asked, in the name of political loyalty, to debase them
selves as workers. The artist, and especially the writer, is asked 
just that — in fact, it is the only thing that politicians ever ask 
of him. If he refuses, that does not mean that he is condemned 
to inactivity. One half of him, which in a sense is the whole 
of him, can act as resolutely, even as violently if need be, as 
anyone else. But his writings, in so far as they have any value, 
will always be the product o f the saner self that stands aside, 
records the things that are done, and admits their necessity, 
but refuses to be deceived as to their true nature.”

This was the conclusion of a relatively disillusioned politicist 
whose prime was in the superficial optimism of the progressive 
’thirties. The ’forties, however, had been a period of political 
disenchantment and self-searching, when the easy optimism of the 
previous decade had turned sour, and introspective writers like 
Kierkegaard and Kafka began to be widely read and pondered-— 
Writers, in fact, for whom the issue of Faith was crucial and para
mount. The special interest which attaches to the figure of Jean- 
Paul Sartre is due to the Unique blending in his thought of subjective
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preoccupations with political activism ; for he is intensely aware 
of the personal and metaphysical issues which, ignored by the 
ordinary politicist, are inextricably involved with the social question. 
He therefore appealed strongly to a generation brought up on 
revolutionary catchwords yet thrown into confusion and forced 
back on themselves by the perplexities and ambiguities of war, 
military defeat and occupation.

What is the theory of “ commitment ” in literature ? Briefly, 
Sartre’s contention is, first, that the writer is committed by his very 
implication in the life of his time, whether he wills it or n o t ; and 
he had better make the best of this situation and commit himself 
deliberately and in the most appropriate way ; and second, that 
language by its very nature is itself committed — or, otherwise 
expressed, that it is the central task of words themselves to persuade, 
and the writer who does not acknowledge and profit by this is 
bungling his job. There is no real choice in the matter : that is 
how things are. It is the same with our existence : here we are, 
and we can only make the best of what is, admittedly, a bad 
business. In an article, The Case fo r  Responsible Literature*, in  
which he is at pains to disclaim both “  Realism ” and “ Art-for- 
Art,” Sartre proclaims brutally that the writer, willy-nilly, is ‘“ in 
it up to the neck,’ whatever he writes, branded, committed, even 
in the most distant withdrawal ” from society. — “ If at certain 
times he uses his art to fabricate knick-knacks of sonorous nonsense, 
even that is a sign : it means that there is a crisis in literature and, 
hence, in society, or else it means that the ruling classes have goaded 
him into frivolous activities without his knowledge, for fear lest 
he should escape or swell the ranks of the revolutionaries.”  This 
might be a marxist speaking, and indeed Sartre resembles the marxist 
in conceiving of life, for the writer, primarily in terms of political 
events ; but he disdains the marxian abstraction from all that is 
concrete and immediate, and instead requires o f the writer a 
passionate and exclusive concentration upon his own epoch — “  it 
is his only chance ; his time is made for him, and he is made for 
i t . . .  we have only this life to live, in the midst o f this war, perhaps, 
o f this revolution” . I f  this is politicism, it is politicism with a  
difference which it will repay us to explore.

Sartre declares, his philosophy to  be one of “ atheist existential
ism He accordingly rejects transcendence as that word is under-

* Partisan Review, New York, Summer 1945
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stood by religious thinkers, and the I-Thou relation is significantly 
absent from his thought, which is noticeably egoistic in temper — 
the other is a threat to my I, since he discloses me, not as I had 
thought, secure in my subjective self-possession, but as an alien 
object which he views from w ithout; while I in turn am a threat 
to the subjective security of another. “ Hell,” in a famous 
Sartrian phrase, “ is other people.”

Sartre regards man as free, but free in a gratuitous and ultimately 
meaningless way ; he is free, that is, to conceive and to carry out 
“ projects” in which he shall “ make himself” according to his 
own conception of significant living in the face of an alien, indifferent 
and inherently unillumined universe. The realisation of his freedom, 
in which his human essence consists, is possible through decisive 
choice within the limits of the given situation in which he discovers 
himself as the condition of his being in the world. Through such 
choice, and its pursuance through the multiplicity of contingent 
choices with which he is faced in the course of his progress from 
birth to death, he “ makes himself” . Here the social consequences 
of his individual choice come into play, for in so making himself 
he is brought into association with other selves intent upon their 
projects; and the possibility or necessity arises o f entering into 
association with others for the realisation of common projects, 
and the frustration of opposing projects, in the course of which 
arises the inner imperative to a whole-hearted commitment of 
oneself to a given line of conduct or of policy. In Sartre’s view 
only a “ committed ” literature is adequate to the stresses of life 
in our time, or indeed in any time, for the literature of commitment 
is that which has as its ultimate and immediate aim the fullest 
realisation of the human essence in whatever circumstances may 
arise. The literature of “ commitment,” it appears, is a literature 
completely tied to the contingent circumstances from which it 
proceeds and which give it its human relevance ; and in this 
Sartre sees not only its superiority to all other kinds o f Writings 
but its supreme justification. For him all writing is admirable 
in so far as it is “ committed,” despicable inasmuch as it stands 
aloof from the passing moment and its burning issues — its political 
issues. (Not without justice has it been said that contingency 
is of the essence of the political, one reflects.) In What is Literature ?* 
Sartre aptly illustrates this with a reference to Vercors’ novel of

* What is Literature ? fay J. P. Sartre. English edn. Methuen, 1950
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the occupation, The Silence o f the Sea, which, he says, was relevant 
in 1941, but by the end of the following year had lost its public 
and therefore its effectiveness owing to the change in political 
circumstances. — “ Thus, Vercors’ story defined its public ; by 
defining it, it defined itself. It wanted to combat within the mind 
of the French bourgeoisie of 1941 the effects of Petain’s interview 
with Hitler at Montoire. A year and a half after the defeat it was 
alive, virulent, and effective. In a half-century it will no longer 
excite anyone. An ill-informed public will still read it as an 
agreeable and somewhat languid tale about the war of 1939. It 
seems that bananas have a better taste when they have just been 
picked. Works of the mind should likewise be eaten on the spot.” 

Here we approach the new twist given by Sartre to the relations 
of freedom and necessity. Repudiating transcendence and oblivious 
of the Logos, the Self, the Reason, Sartre, not unlike the marxists, 
is constrained by a perverted spirituality to a false absolutising of 
the relative. But he does this, not like them, from the side of the 
object, but from that of the subject, with a result which bears 
something of the stamp of a Nietzschean amor fati. In the article 
from which I have already quoted, he writes : “ It is the future of 
our epoch which should be the object of our concern : a limited 
future, which can hardly be distinguished from the present — for 
an epoch, like a man, is primarily a future. It is formed by its 
current toils, by its undertakings, by its more or less long-term, 
projects, by its rebellions, by its struggles, by its hopes : when 
will the war end 7 how will the country be re-equipped 7 how will 
international relations be planned ? what will be the social reforms ? 
will the forces of reaction triumph ? will there be a revolution, 
and what form will it take ? This is the future we choose for 
ourselves, and we desire no other He continues :

Yet we do not seek to establish a literary relativism. We 
have little liking for pure history. Every epoch discovers an 
aspect of the condition of humanity, in every epoch man chooses 
for himself with regard to others, to love, to death, to the world ; 
and when a controversy arises on the subject of the disarmament 
o f the F.F.I., or of the aid to be given to the Spanish Republicans, 
it is that metaphysical choice, that personal and absolute decision 
which is in question. Thus, by becoming a part of the uniqueness 
of our time, we finally merge with the eternal, and it is our task 
as writers to cast light on the eternal values which are involved 
in these social and political disputes. Yet we are not concerned 
with seeking these values in an intelligible paradise : for they are 
only interesting in their immediate form. Far from being
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relativists, we assert emphatically that man is absolute. But he is 
absolute in his own time, in his own environment, on his own 
earth. The absolute which a thousand years of history cannot 
destroy is this irreplaceable, incomparable decision, which he 
makes at this moment, in these circumstances ; the absolute is 
Descartes, the man who escapes us because he is dead . . .  and 
the relative is cartesianism.. . .  It is not by chasing after im
mortality that we will make ourselves eternal : we will not make 
ourselves absolute by reflecting in our works desiccated principles 
which are sufficiently empty and negative to pass from one 
century to another, but by fighting passionately in our time, 
by loving it passionately, and by consenting to perish entirely 
with it.
Do we not here come very close to the absurd, which plays 

such a crucial part in existentialist thought ? For, to the 
reflective consciousness, life is absurd, action is absurd. . .  when 
it is not related to the ultimate ends, the moral Ideas by which the 
will is to be determined, and which are the proper objects of 
Faith. It is from this absurdity that such men as Malraux and 
Junger and Rimbaud and numberless others have escaped into 
those forms of violent activism through which alone they seem able 
to find relief from a fundamental psychic discomposure, and in 
which they appear to gain a temporary, exalted sense of absolute, 
mystical self-possession. In the case of Malraux it is especially 
evident that by a peculiar inversion his political allegiances have 
been adopted as means to this sensational plunge into activity, 
rather than the activity undertaken to subserve political ends as 
might superficially appear ; it is true of course that such ends will 
not stand up to very close scrutiny. Is not something of the same 
sort true of Sartre, the resistance leader and delineator of la 
nausee ?

Sartre’s difficulty in thus absolutising the temporal as such 
(for it is no less) is that of every such endeavour : how to prevent 
the contingent moment, deprived of essential continuity through 
transcendent relation to the eternal, from collapsing into sheer 
discontinuity and meaninglessness. His solution does not differ 
intrinsically from that of other activists ; self-alienated from the 
realm of ends, like them he is compelled to find a substitute on the 
plane of temporal purposes to justify, retrospectively, self- 
conMnitment in, or self-abandonment to the passing moment. 
“ Our writings,” he affirms — and I  would wish to italicise the 
admission — “ would have no meaning i f  we did not set up as our 
goal the eventual coming o f freedom by means o f socialism ”. Here,
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however, is where Sartre differs from the simple politicist; and here 
is where the relations of freedom and necessity are given a new 
twist. To set up socialism as itself the goal would, of course, 
be implicitly to assent in the exteriorising of man and the re
duction of literature to an instrument in the hands of politicians ; 
and Sartre avoids this by making the goal the eventual coming of 
freedom, to which socialism is to be a means. Every day, he says, 
we must take sides : in our lives as writers, in our articles and 
books.

“ We must take up a position in our literature, because literature 
is in essence a taking of position. We must, in all domains, 
both reject solutions which are not rigorously inspired by socialist 
principles and, at the same time, stand off from all doctrines 
and movements which consider socialism as the absolute end. 
In our eyes it should not represent the final end, but rather the 
end of the beginning, or, if one prefers, the last means before 
the end which is to put the human person in possession of his 
freedom.”

That there is equivocation here it needs no very sharp eyes 
to see; but let us follow Sartre’s uncommonly dexterous manipula
tion of the difficulty. In a passage of cardinal interest, Sartre 
himself employs the phrase, “ the city of ends ” in relation to the 
coming of a socialist democracy which shall be, in some sort, a 
realisation or a concretisation of it. He begins with the un
exceptionable statement that the man who reads “ strips himself 
in some way of his empirical personality and escapes from his 
resentments, his fears, and his lusts in order to put himself at the 
peak of his freedom This freedom takes the literary work and, 
through it, mankind, for absolute ends. — “ It sets itself up as 
an unconditioned exigence in relationship to itself, to the author, 
and to possible readers. It can therefore be identified with the 
Kantian good will which, in every circumstance, treats man as 
an end and not as a means. Thus, by his very exigence, the reader 
attains that chorus of good wills which Kant has called the City 
of Ends, which thousands of readers all over the world who do not 
know each other are, a t every moment, helping to maintain.”  
Sartre, however, insists that this “  ideal chorus ” is not enough ; 
that it should become a “ concrete society,” first through the 
replacement of the readers’ theoretical acquaintance with each other 
by a presentiment of their physical presence in the midst o f this, 
world, and second, by the establishment of real relations among
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these abstract good wills when actual events take place — “ or, 
in other words, that these non-temporal good wills historicise 
themselves while preserving their purity, and that they transform 
their exigencies into material and timely demands 

But here, Sartre claims, two essential mystifications of reading 
arise. —

When a young communist while reading Aurilien, or a 
Christian student while reading The Hostage, have a moment 
of aesthetic joy, their feeling envelops a universal exigence ; 
the city of ends surrounds them with its phantom walls. But 
during this time the works are supported by a concrete col
lectivity — in one case, the Communist Party, in the other, the 
community of the faithful — which sanctions them and which 
manifests its presence between the lines.. . .  The book dons 
a sacred character. It is an accessory of the cult. Reading 
becomes a rite, more precisely, a communion. On the other 
hand if a Nathanael should open Fruits o f the Earth, as soon as 
he gets into the swing of the book he launches the same impotent 
appeal to the goodwill of men. The city of ends, magically 
evoked, does not refuse to appear. Yet, his enthusiasm remains 
essentially solitary.. . .  In both cases, literature runs very 
serious risks. When the book is sacred; it does not draw its 
religious virtue from its intentions or its beauty, but rather 
receives it from without, like a seal, and as the essential moment 
of the reading in this case is the communion, that is, the symbolic, 
integration into the community, the written work passes to the 
inessential, it really becomes an accessory of the ceremony.

Sartre desires neither a public reduced to the juxtaposition of 
individual readers nor one which has its unity conferred upon it 
“  by the transcendent (sic) action of a Party or a Church ”. What 
he requires, beginning from the purely formal recourse to abstract 
good wills, is the conversion of the city of ends into a concrete and 
•open society — “ and this by the very content of our works ” . 
However, Sartre’s attempt at a unique reconciliation of freedom 
and necessity, or of aestheticism and politicism, by these means, 
through which the writer shall avoid being lost on the one hand 
“  in the wilds of propaganda ” and on the other in “ the egotistical 
pleasures of a style which is a matter of ‘ purely personal taste 
puts his dialectic to excessive strain. In fact, he is led into two 
principal contradictions, the first as respecting life and the second 
as touching literature. As to life, he alternately advances : and 
retracts the Kantian unconditional imperative which would have 
us in every circumstance treat man as an end and not as a means.
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Having declared of the reader’s freedom that it takes the literary 
work and mankind for absolute ends, and having identified that 
freedom with the Kantian good will, he then proceeds, while 
■certainly requiring the “ committed ” writer to provoke the reader’s 
intention of treating men, in every case, as an absolute end,” to 
desire him simultaneously to “ show him — and in the very warp 
and weft of the work — that it is quite impossible to treat concrete 
men as ends in contemporary society” . As to literature, Sartre 
in like manner first affirms the freedom of the literary work as an 
.absolute end (that is, he proclaims the disinterestedness, the altruism 
both of the literary work and of the activity of reading) only to 
destroy this affirmation by requiring of the committed writer what 
•can only be described as a tendentious attempt to influence the 
reader deliberately in the direction of his own political predilections 
for a socialist democracy. The reader o f this committed literature 
is by no means to be allowed to enjoy the freedom upon the peak 
of which he has placed himself; he is to be “ led by the hand 
until he is made to see that, in effect, what he wants is to eliminate 
the exploitation of man by man and that the city of ends which, 
with one stroke, he has set up in the aesthetic intuition is an ideal 
which we shall approach only at the end of a long historical 
■evolution.”—

. . .  In other words, we must transform his formal goodwill 
into a concrete and material will to change this world by specific 
means in order to help the coming of the concrete society of 
ends. For goodwill is not possible in this age, or rather, it is 
and can. be only the intention of making goodwill possible. 
Whence, a peculiar tension which must manifest itself in our 
works. For a whole section of the public which we wish to win 
over still consumes its goodwill in person-to-person relationships, 
and another whole section, because it belongs to the oppressed 
classes, has given itself the job of obtaining, by all possible means, 
the material improvement of its lot. Thus, we must at the same 
time teach one group that the reign of ends cannot be realised 
without revolution and the other group that revolution is con
ceivable only if it prepares the reign of ends.. . .  In short, 
we must militate, in our writings, in favour of the freedom of 
the person and the socialist revolution.. . .  It is our job to show 
tirelessly that they imply each other.
The fundamental ambivalence which this passage reveals is 

reflected in Sartre’s unquestioning acceptance of the supposed 
fissure running between the private, personal life on the one hand 
And the public, social life on the other — this in turn conducting
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him into an explicit separation of ends from means. “ Such,”  
he writes, “ is the present paradox of ethics ; if I am absorbed in 
treating a few chosen persons as absolute ends . . .  I shall spend 
my life doing so ; I shall be led to pass over in silence the injustices 
of the age. But, vice versa, if I throw myself into the revolutionary 
enterprise I risk having no more leisure for personal relations — 
worse still, of being led by the logic of the action into treating most 
men, and even my friends, as means.”

There is so evident a lacuna in the assumption that to fulfil 
one’s personal duties to others necessarily leads one to pass over 
in silence “ the injustices of the age,” and so prejudiced a choice 
of words in the phrase : “ . . .  if I am absorbed in treating a few  
chosen persons. . . , ” that this point may be passed over without 
comment and attention transferred to the severance of means from 
ends. So, on violence, Sartre can only say that it is inevitable : 
“ Violence for violence ; one must make a choice, according to
other principles___  It is incumbent upon the writer to judge
the means not from the point of view of an abstract morality, but 
in the perspectives of a precise goal which is the realisation of a 
socialist democracy.”

Sartre’s solution of the original dilemma of freedom and 
necessity turns out to be no solution at all, but the advocacy o f 
ambivalent half-measures in respect to each. Neither a convinced 
revolutionary nor a sincere moralist, he aspires to be that patent 
contradiction in terms, a moral revolutionary or a revolutionary 
moralist. We must regard persons as ends in themselves ; and 
simultaneously we must not so regard them but must adopt policies 
of expediency and, if necessary, violence, directed towards a future 
political objective. But this objective in turn must conform to 
the requirement that through it we shall be able to treat persons 
as ends ! This is neither moral insight nor political realism, but 
fantasy. Just as the effect of a predominance of tendentious, 
“ committed ” novels and plays, pamphlets and scenarios, could 
only be to narrow, if not to abolish, the freedom upon which reader 
and writer in their communion initially put themselves, so the attempt 
to adjust ends to means within a framework of relativities can lead 
only to deterioration. The fundamental equivocation is that 
Sartre does not himself believe in the reality of the city of ends he; 
proclaims : its exigence is a subjective feature only. For in fact, 
everything here depends upon my sincerity, not in the mere wish 
to treat others as ends in themselves, but in my belief whether o r
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not they are in fact such ends — whether or not I  will to implement 
the categorical injunction of conscience to affirm the Thou as 
correlative to my I. Whether this be “ possible ” or “ impossible ”  
is not the issue, for precisely this is a matter of Faith ; and Faith 
is distinguished by its holding to the dictum that “  with God all 
things are possible” .

To seek the meaning of my present actions retrospectively 
in the hypothetical future establishment of a socialist democracy is, 
in reality, to make the latter do duty for my se lf: to make it play 
the part of the supreme Logos. It is apparent from his passage 
concerning the sacred character conferred upon the book which 
becomes an accessory of the Communist or Catholic cult, that the 
concrete society of ends which Sartre would substitute for both 
these concrete collectivities plays for him the part of a surrogate 
“  Church,” which presumes accordingly a “ clerisy ” of committed 
writers and an appropriate “ scripture,” the literature of com
mitment. But this exteriorised, collective self which I choose to 
be mine for lack of a transcendent Self, requires for its actualisation 
the dislocation of my temporal existence from my eternal being 
and thus the demoralising disjunction of my temporal actions 
from their true, eternal end, and their degradation to accord with 
the necessities of a temporal purpose. Because, in my failure of 
faith, I  do not will to implement the categorical injunction of 
conscience to admit the other as a Thou correlative to my /, it 
becomes possible to isolate my “ self” from the “ world” and in 
doing so to objectify the Other as a means to an extrinsic end. Yet 
this prospective end which I set myself, and with which I  identify 
my self deriving from it the logic, the rationale of my actions —  
this end, or this “ last means before the end ” which is to “ put the 
human person in possession of his freedom,” being placed at some 
indefinite point in futurity, can never be reached. To suppose it  
reached, and a qualitative transformation effected in human life 
which will make possible at last the treatment of all others as 
absolute ends, is to make the absolute conditional upon the relative, 
the eternal upon the temporal. For when that prospective moment 
comes, if it is not to be a further temporal link in a series finding 
its meaning in yet a further future “ project,” it will be an eternal 
instant, a “ now ” . But an eternal instant cannot be the product 
of a temporal succession, and “ now ” situated in futurity : it 
is “ now ” now. And it is this which, in a characteristically distorted 
form, Sartre acknowledges in his absolutising of contingency, for
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the sake of which the spurious socialist concretisation of the “ city 
of ends ” is invoked.

*  *  *  *

“ Religion embraces all knowledge and all power which is 
not scientific. The unity of this vast field of the unknowable 
comes from that unique force which is the source of its fertility 
and the great mother of myth and rite, — Analogy.” These words 
of Darmesteter are quoted by the philosopher E. Recejac in his 
Essay on the Bases o f the Mystic Knowledge ; and he adds : 
“  It is well not to lose sight of these few lines, for there could be 
no better definition of the mystic or ‘ religious ’ fact. ‘ Knowledge 
not scientific ’ is a surplus of the intellectual life which we cannot 
get by application of the categories of the understanding to the 
sensible intuitions, but which seems to be, none the less, an object 
of universal desire. ‘ Power not scientific ’ is not properly the 
supernatural,’ but it is Freedom, and the whole order of things which 
we call ‘ moral ’ as opposed to things which can be determined or 
measured empirically. In reality, the two series of facts are only 
the double aspect of one and the same evolution : it is always 
as ‘ immediate ’ that the Absolute is posited in the Intelligence and 
in Freedom, at that indeterminate place in the soul where our ideas 
take life, and where they begin to change from simple representations 
and assume forms as ‘ desires ’ or ‘ volitions ’. The mystic initiative 
belongs to Freedom ; but the religious act is not separable into 
parts, and the Absolute is posited throughout the consciousness 
at the same instant.” It is, I suggest, precisely when the Absolute 
is not posited throughout the consciousness, through a deterioration 
of the inner life springing from a failure of attentiveness to that 
which transcends our sensible intuitions, that there occurs the 
dissociation o f sensibility, the separation of feeling from thought 
and the development of each along divergent paths without the 
substantiating and correcting influence of the other, which literary 
critics have traced in our poetry since the seventeenth century 
and of which aestheticism and politicism are the extreme con
sequences. In literature, this seeming separation of the levels 
of consciousness in the self would appear to be indicated by the 
attenuation and obsolescence of the symbol, the function of which 
is to unite the diverse planes of significance, corresponding to the 
diverse planes of consciousness, in the literary work ; and the
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gradual displacement of poetry, with its evocative use of language 
and its compression of manifold connotations in the wholeness 
of imaginative apprehension, by prose—-a displacement which 
has been accompanied by a widespread discrediting of the poetic 
mind with its integral approach to experience and its ousting by 
the prosaic, practical, “ realist ” mentality of modern times.

There is certainly no such “ positing of the Absolute throughout 
the consciousness ” with Sartre, in whom we are able to see very 
plainly the connections obtaining between that commitment to  
contingency in political activism which separates means from ends, 
and the sort of univocal rationality which, in literature, results in 
a discrediting of the poetic and ignorance of the region of metaphor 
and analogy in the literary work. Now, both forms of dissociation 
stem from the same alienation from the Ideas of the Reason. “ I 
should have liked to know in the name o f what,” Sartre writes, 
“ they (my opponents) condemned commitment.. . .  The most 
reasonable thing would have been to support their condemnation 
on the old theory of art for art’s sake. But none of them can accept 
it.” Yet only a page or two earlier, by his unqualified disseverance 
of the nature of poetry from that of prose, he had furnished a 
prospective antagonist with the most formidable weapon for the 
disposal of “ commitment ” that could be desired.

Literature must be “ committed,” we have already noted, 
for the reason that it is the central task of words to persuade—
“ Prose is, in essence, utilitarian___  The writer is a speaker-,
he designates, demonstrates, orders, refuses, interpolates, begs, 
insults, persuades, insinuates. If he does so without any effect, 
he does not therefore become a p o e t; he is a writer who is talking 
and saying nothing.” The one-sided inadequacy of this con
ception of prose need not detain us, but it finds a corollary in 
its perpetrator’s astonishingly inept remarks on the nature o f  
poetry. Why, if literature must be “ committed,” his opponents 
have asked, should not this demand be extended to the poet ? — 
which pertinent query Sartre answers in words which put beyond 
doubt the concealed aestheticism which is behind his programme.
He argues that the poet “ __ has withdrawn from the language-
instrument in a single movement. Once and for all he has chosen 
the poetic attitude which considers words as things and not a s  
signs.v,. If this is the case, one easily understands how foolish 
it  would be to require a poetic commitment.” Only an inverted, 
aesthetist would be capable of so withdrawing poetry from  the
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sphere of meaning : but to withdraw poetry from meaning is 
implicitly to withdraw prose, in the ultimate sense in which meaning 
is an aspect of truth, and truth of the universal, the Idea. And, 
in fact, by making prose utilitarian in essence, Sartre removes 
it tacitly from the realm of ends and prepares its adaptation to 
the endlessness of social purposes : he is anti-poetic in placing 
the end of literature, not beyond but outside itself.—

. . . The word, the phrase-thing, inexhaustible as things, 
everywhere overflows the feeling which has produced them. 
How can one hope to provoke the indignation or the political 
enthusiasm of the reader when the very thing one does is to 
withdraw him from the human condition and invite him to 
consider with the syes of God a language that has been turned 
inside out ?

But even if the poet is forbidden to commit himself, is that 
a reason for exempting the writer of prose ? What do they have 
in common ? It is true that the prose-writer and the poet both 
write. But there is nothing in common between these two 
acts of writing except the movement of the hand that traces the 
letters. Otherwise, their universes are incommunicable, and 
what is good for one is not good for the other. We have seen 
enough of language inside o u t ; it is now time to look at it the 
right side out.

Sartre’s entire theory of “ commitment ” depends for its viability 
on the validity of this sharp separation of poetry from prose 
literature ; if the separation is shown to be false, the theory col
lapses. And it is false. True, there have been, and are, poets, 
aesthetists, who regard poetry as a merely decorative but meaningless 
word-painting ; true, many poets of the modem period have been 
forced by their predicament to cultivate regions of the soul with
drawn from a world inimical to the poetic genius, and their retreat 
has forced some of them into an impasse a t which poetry, turned 
in on itself, has become its own subject; but this is a result of the 
very crisis of which “ commitment” is but another expression. 
The great poets, however, have always concerned themselves with 
great and universal themes, and this at the same time as they have 
been preoccupied with the minute particulars of human experience. 
And of the great prose-writers, those whose work in scope and 
power borders upon the poetic, the same may be said. For it is 
the intention of the great imaginative writers, not by any means to  
exert a tendencious influence upon our opinions, moods and actions 
o f  the passing moment, but to reveal to us our temporal lives in
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the light of the eternal principles which support and illumine them, 
and, by displaying before us profound and complex patterns of 
significant human action, to disclose in the most concrete and 
particular way an ideal world of intelligible truths in the light of 
which we may evaluate and enrich our own experience.

The absolutising of contingency not only puts a premium upon 
momentary political relevance in literary works, but, in the 
obliviousness to the principle of essential continuity in which it 
originates, it denies tradition and effects an unqualified severance 
between the generations. Our grandchildren, Sartre writes coldly, 
will be orphans who have their own concerns ; why should they 
concern themselves with us ? —

Perhaps Celine will be the only one of all of us to remain ; 
it is highly improbable, but theoretically possible that the twenty- 
first century may retain the name of Drieu and drop that of 
Malraux ; at any rate, it will not take up our quarrels, it will 
not mention what we call to-day the treason of certain writers ; 
or, if it mentions it, it will do so without anger or contempt. 
But what does that matter to us ? What Malraux, what Drieu 
are for us, that’s the absolute. There is an absolute of contempt 
for Drieu in certain hearts, there was an absolute of friendship 
for Malraux that a hundred posthumous judgments will be 
unable to blemish. There was a living Malraux, a weight of 
hot blood in the age’s h eart; there will be a dead Malraux, 
a prey to history. Why does anyone expect the living man to 
be concerned with fixing the features of the dead man he will 
be ? To be sure, he lives beyond himself; Iris gaze and his 
concerns exceed his death in the flesh. What measures the 
presence and weight of a  man is not the fifty or sixty years of his 
organic life, nor the borrowed life he will lead throughout the 
centuries in minds foreign to his ; it is the choice he himself 
will have made of the temporal cause which goes beyond him-----
Yet this heady infatuation with a fragmented presentness, like 

the more abstract absolutising of the future which we find in 
communism, results similarly in the relegation of the past to death 
and corruption. In a brilliant passage which has been much quoted, 
Sartre compares the literary critic to a “ cemetary watchman,” 
his library to a “ cemetery”.— “ The dead are there ; the only 
thing they have done is write. . .  all that remains are the little 
coffins that are stacked along the walls like urns in a columbarium.” 
When the critic, fleeing from an unsatisfactory, mediocre existence, 
ehters his library and opens a book, it “  gives off a slight odour 
of the cellar, and a strange operation begins which he has decided 
to  call reading.”—
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___ From one point of view it is a possession : he lends his
body to the dead in order that they may come back to life. And 
from another point of view it is a contact with the beyond. 
Indeed, the book is by no means an object ; neither is it an act, 
nor even a thought. Written by a dead man about dead things, 
it no longer has any place on this earth ; it speaks of nothing 
which interests us directly. Left to itself, it falls back and 
collapses ; there remain only ink spots on musty paper. And 
when the critic reanimates these spots, when he makes letters and 
words of them, they speak to him of passions which he does not 
feel, of bursts of anger without objects, of dead fears and hopes. 
It is a whole disembodied world which surrounds him, where 
human feelings, because they are no longer affecting, have passed 
on to the status of exemplary feelings and, in short, of values.
Sartre’s work does not abound in metaphor : and it may be 

significant that when metaphor is most convincingly employed in 
a polemical work like What is Literature ? it should be gastron- 
omical or necrophilous in character. Bananas ripe or rotten — 
what is the difference ? It is to a universe of death that Sartre 
would commit literature and mankind.

D. S. SAVAGE

BRANGANE

FROM the earliest versions of the story of Tristan and Isolde, 
Brangane has figured as the trusted friend and confidante of 

the Queen, a symbol of loyalty and self-sacrifice. Throughout 
the ages she has retained her place in the story and often in the 
most modem versions she is of some significance.

As Golther informs us in his detailed treatment of the Tristan 
legend, Tristan und Isolde in den Dichtungen des Mittelalters tmd 
der neuen Zeit (1907), the name and origin of Brangane are still 
uncertain. She may perhaps be connected with Branwen of the 
Mabinogion, daughter of King Llyr, whose marriage- to the Irish 
King Matholwch leads to quarrels between her brothers the Welsh 
princes and the Irish. The original form of her name was Brangain.
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or Brangvain ; Thomas calls her Bringvain, Eilhart Brangene.
Golther also explains how Brangane came into the legend as 

the mterschobene Braut, the substituted bride. The old fairytale 
motif of the ambitious servant-girl ousting the royal bride by magic 
is given a new turn, corresponding with the self-sacrificing devotion 
to her mistress which is characteristic of Brangane from the start, 
so that she now sacrifices her virginity to save Isolde’s good name. 
The sequel, Isolde’s attempted murder of Brangane prompted by 
fear that she may betray her secret, is a new rendering of the old 
fairy-tale that also occurs in the Genoveva story, the tale of a 
murderous plot on an innocent woman whose purity moves the 
hearts of the hireling murderers, so that they leave her unharmed 
in the forest and take back the tongue or eyes of an animal as witness 
to their deed : and the subsequent repentance and reconciliation.

From the start Brangane is involved in the love-potion scene. 
In Golther’s reconstruction of the Ur-Tristan it is she who gives 
the drink to the lovers by mistake : in Eilhart it is given by a young 
lady-in-waiting. With Thomas, Brangane alone knows the secret 
of the magic potion, perhaps, as Golther suggests, to strengthen 
Isolde’s reasons for suspecting her of treachery. Thomas under
lines Isolde’s suspicion of Brangane by making her listen to 
Brangane when she is lying with Mark on the wedding-night, to 
see if she betrays the secret. On the following morning Brangane 
offers the newly-wed couple the rest of the magic potion, which 
Isolde spills but Mark drinks, thus accounting for Mark’s love 
and toleration of Isolde afterwards, in spite of all her misdeeds.

In Gottfried von Strassburg’s lovely epic, Tristan and Isolt, from 
the beginning of the thirteenth century, Brangane plays a bigger 
r61e than ever before. Not only does she appear earlier in the 
story and take a more active part in a greater number of scenes 
but she is more of an individual and a real friend of the Queen.

We meet her first as an honoured member of the Irish Court, 
the companion of the Queen and Princess Isolt, whom she helps 
in their search for the real slayer of the dragon (as with Eilhart, 
but not Thomas). She also plays quite a large part in the discovery 
scene where Tristan is revealed by the notch in his sword as the 
slayer of Isolt’s uncle, Morolt. The Queen, addressing her as 
herzeniftel min, explains that they have twice saved their direct 
enemy, and asks advice of Brangane, diu stolze, diu wise. Brangane 
strongly advises her not to take her revenge on the defenceless 
Tristan whom she has so greatly befriended. The three ladies
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then retire to discuss their plans and Brangane advises them not 
to do anything rash as she feels he means to help them :

‘ man sol den mantel keren, 
als ie die winde sint gewant ’,

she adds, rather unexpectedly ! Let them treat him with full 
courtesy, for she is convinced that he has come to Ireland on 
serious business. When they return to Tristan, he falls at their 
feet, and again it is Brangane who takes the initiative and tells the 
Queen it is high time he was allowed to rise, and that the Queen 
should guarantee his safety. This she does, and peace is established 
between them. Already here Brangane diu hovesche und diu wol 
gesile has proved herself a wise counsellor and trusted friend of 
the royal ladies.

She next appears on the scene introducing Tristan to the Irish 
Court, to prove it was he who slew the dragon :

diu stolze Brangaene 
daz schoene volmaene 
und fuorte ze handen 
ir geverten Tristanden.

She makes a charming courtly picture as she walks in proudly 
and full of dignity.

Brangane is then requested to accompany Isolt to her new home 
in Cornwall and the Queen entrusts the love-potion to her, to 
give the bridal pair on their wedding night. In all these scenes 
at the Irish Court before the departure to Cornwall Brangane 
completes the trio ;

Und aber Is6t und aber Isot 
diu sunne und ir morgenrot 
und ouch daz volmaene, 
diu schoene Brangaene.

After Tristan and Isolt have drunk the fatal potion on the ship, 
BrangSne realises with horror that she has betrayed her trust and 
js to blame for all that must inevitably follow. She asks the lovers 
to  confide in her and promises to help them in every way but begs 
them to  conceal their love from all others : she feels acutely her
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own guilt and responsibility.
The episode Brangaene is devoted to the old motif of the sub 

stitution of Brangane for the bride Isolt on her wedding night, 
Isolt’s fear lest Brangane may betray her and the consequent 
attempted murder of Brangane.

Brangane confesses to Tristan and Isolt about the love-potion 
and how they have drunk it unwittingly through her carelessness. 
To atone for this she reluctantly consents to take Isolt’s place in 
Mark’s bed. Isolt is very nervous about Brangane’s behaviour 
and wonders whether she will betray them, but all goes well and the 
King suspects nothing. However Isolt is still suspicious and nervous 
and hires two murderers to kill Brangane while she is searching for 
herbs in the woods. Seeing she is to die at Isolt’s commands. 
Brangane still remains faithful to her and repeats the old story 
that she had lent her clean nightdress to Isolt on her wedding 
night because her own was sullied. The murderers are moved to 
pity and return to Isolt with the tongue of a dog. Full of remorse 
when she hears of Brangane’s loyalty, Isolt threatens them with 
hanging, whereupon they admit that she is not dead and one of 
them goes to fetch her. Isolt kisses her fondly and a reconciliation 
follows. From now on Brangane is a most trusted counsellor 
of the king and queen in their intimate court circle. She sleeps 
in the kemenate with the royal couple and Tristan.

When it comes to outwitting the cunning steward Brangane 
again shows her common sense, telling Isolt how to disguise her 
feelings about Tristan. “ A, tumbe,” she says to Isolt, “ don’t 
you realise the King has been setting a trap for you, egged on by 
the steward ? ” It is she also who tells Tristan how to arrange 
his rendezvous with Isolt by means of bits of wood in the river 
with their initials on them. She is still full of remorse for causing 
their love and unhappiness and wants to do all in her power to 
lessen their sorrow. Tristan recognises in full her loyalty and 
honesty and kisses her tenderly on eyes and cheek, pressing her to 
him. And later when Tristan and Isolt are banished and flee to 
the forest, they leave a sorrowful Brangane behind to look after 
their affairs and try and effect a reconciliation.

The last scene in which Brangane makes an appearance is again 
one in  which she does not appear in Thomas’ version. Isolt is 
lying on a bed in her garden and Tristan comes to her. Brangane 
alone is in charge and she gives strict orders that no one is to be 
allowed near unless she herself gives permission* Then she sits
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down and meditates on her fears for the safety of Isolt who ignores 
all warnings. While she thus muses, the King arrives suddenly 
and goes to find Isolt. On awakening from her reverie Brangane 
swoons with horror. The King finds the lovers in bed together. 
Suspicion has now given way to certainty. Tristan awakes to see 
Mark moving away from the bed and exclaims :

“ A,” sprach er, “ waz habt ir getan, 
getriuwe Brangaene ! 
weiz got, Brangaene, ich waene, 
diz slafen gat uns an den lip.”

What has she done by not stopping the King ? Then follows the 
last parting and when the King returns with witnesses to prove 
his wife guilty, Tristan has already fled. Did this scene partly 
suggest to Wagner his idea of posting Brangane as the watchman 
in the Second Act of his opera some 650 years later ?

With the great resuscitation of interest in the Tristan story along 
with other Arthurian Romances in the nineteenth century, Brangane 
still retained her place. Although she does not appear in Matthew 
Arnold’s poem Tristram and Iseult, (1852), in Wagner’s opera 
Tristan m d Isolde (1859) she is relatively of greater importance than 
ever before, as there are far fewer characters in the opera than in 
its sources. She has not only dramatic but also musical significance : 
she is a mezzo-soprano where Isolde is a full blooded soprano. 
As Marke (bass) contrasts with Tristan (tenor), so she is a foil to 
Isolde. Brang3ne and Kurwenal represent feminine and masculine 
devotion and loyalty in their relationship to Isolde and Tristan 
respectively, and they are the only secondary characters of the 
court apart from Melot. Brangane is not merely the traditional 
friend and confidante of the Queen but plays a decisive part in the 
action. In the First Act, horrified at the thought of Tristan and 
Isolde’s drinking the death-potion, she disobeys her mistress’s 
order and hands her the love-draught, thus deliberately winning 
her back to life, for she is not moved by a death urge and loves her 
mistress. In the first scene of the Second Act Brangane warns Isolde 
of the dangers threatening her from M elot She is convinced he 
is spying on the lovers and laying a trap for them and begs her to  
take care, but Isolde in her love is blind to danger. Brangane 
feels acutely her own responsibility for having given Tristan and 
Isolde the love-draught:
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Doch deine Schmach, 
deine schmahlichste Not, 
mein— Werk
muss ich Schuld’ge es wissen !

but Isolde, discerning her inability to see the metaphysical nature 
of their love replies :

Dein — Werk ?
O tor’ge Magd !
Frau Minne kenntest du nicht ?
Nicht ihrer Wunder Macht ?

Although Brangane may have actually handed the potion, Frau 
Minne is really responsible. So Brangane does not merely perform 
a function, but throws into relief the real nature of their love.

The lamp of Hero and Leander reappears here, though with a 
different use : when it is extinguished, it is safe for Tristan to 
approach. Brangane begs Isolde not to extinguish it this night, 
but Isolde recklessly ignores all warnings, in much the same way 
that Desdemona refuses to take any steps to avert the catastrophe, 
feeling it is her destiny.

In the second scene of the Second Act which leads from night to 
morning, Brangane is the modern equivalent o f the watchman 
in the medieval Alba or dawn-song, guarding the lovers and waking 
them at dawn. This scene is modelled on a dawn-song of Ulrich 
von Lichtenstein where a  maiden replaces the usual watchman. 
Brangane stands on guard and calls out a warning that day is 
dawning :

Habet a c h t!
Bald entweicht die Nacht.

but as in so many dawn-songs it is not heeded, and Marke arrives. 
This scene also recalls in some measure Romeo and Juliet HI, 5, 
where the bridal pair try to pretend to themselves that it is the 
nightingale and not the lark they h ea r: and where the Nurse 
comes in to announce the dawn.

Finally Brangane, having revealed the secret of the love-potion 
to  Marke, follows in a second ship with him to find Tristan and 
Isolde, for Marke has now no wish to stand in their way. But all
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in vain : and the dying Isolde in Brangane’s arms sinks down 
beside the dead Tristan.

By giving Brangane such an important r61e in this opera, Wagner 
has perhaps done more than any other writer to ensure that she 
will survive in literature as a symbol of devotion and service.

In Swinburne’s long poem Tristram o f  Lyonesse (1882), Brang- 
wain is entrusted with the love-potion by Iseult’s mother, but it 
is .no fault of hers that the princess drinks it with Tristram, for 
Iseult takes the cup from her bosom while she is asleep. In her 
devotion to Iseult, Brangwain takes her place in Mark’s bed, but 
the motif of the murder is dropped and she plays little further part 
in the action, reappearing in the scene when Ganhardine, brought 
to Cornwall by Tristram to admire the beauty of Iseult, mistakes 
Brangwain for her and falls in love with Brangwain. Otherwise 
her function is that of “ the queen’s true handmaid ever” .

Thomas Hardy’s one act play for mummers The Queen o f Cornwall, 
(1923), gives a different version of the old story, but his Brangwain 
still plays her old r61e as friend and confidante of the Queen, and 
she is very useful in the dramatic construction as a messenger, 
announcing the arrival of Tristram disguised as a harper and of 
Iseult Whitepalmed (as Hardy calls her) coming in a ship from 
Brittany. She also reports the death of the Queen of Cornwall 
by jumping over a cliff and in the end it is she who finds the bodies 
of Tristram and Marc and is left alone with Iseult Whitepalmed 
to lament the victims, exclaiming : “ Here’s more of this same 
stuff of death 1 ” She has more independence than in other versions 
and has some ideas of her own. She is also full of common sense, 
as is shown by the way she doubts the rumours of Tristram’s death 
at the beginning.

In Masefield’s verse drama, Tristan and Isolt (1927) Brangwen 
is a Welsh king’s daughter enslaved in a raid, and rescued from 
slavery by Isolt who thus commands her devotion. Entrusted with 
the love-potion by Isolt’s mother, Brangwen is horrified when she 
finds the lovers have drunk it inadvertently. On the wedding 
night she reproves Isolt for loving Tristan, saying: “ Madam, 
I hoped that all that folly was over,” and reminding her that it is 
now her duty to love King Marc her husband : “ Your queenly 
destiny calls, accept it queenly” . Very unwillingly she agrees to 
take Isolt’s place in Marc’s bed, and when she has drunk the magic 
wine inadvertently drops the cup before Marc has drunk, with the 
result that she herself loves the King — a new idea. There is no
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attempted murder here, but Isolt does accuse Brangwen of revealing 
her secret to Marc. Brangwen vehemently denies this charge 
and Isolt asks her forgiveness. Later when Isolt has returned to 
Marc and Tristan has gone mad with grief, Brangwen takes the 
part of Tristan and is disgusted with Isolt’s cruel treatment of her 
former lover. When Marc has been killed at the wars, Brangwen 
demands a royal funeral for him and reproaches Isolt for her 
ingratitude and lack of love for her dead husband. She then sets 
out herself to find Marc who has been for one night only her lover, 
feeling that she has been more Marc’s wife than ever Isolt had been.

Masefield thus gives Brangwen a much more positive role than 
usual. She is not just a confidante and convenient go-between, 
she has a marked personality. She tells Isolt plainly what she 
thinks of her and where her duty lies, and the particular idea of her 
having pledged Marc in the magic wine and therefore being in love ' 
with him adds to her stature.

In the novel Tristan by Hannah Closs (1940), Brangwen is also 
an individual character although she plays only a subordinate role. 
She is again a maid-in-waiting, and we are given a definite impression 
of her personal appearance : she has a husky voice, a strained 
white face and coarse black hair. She is a Welsh king’s daughter 
sold to Ireland as a slave, and now full of sad, tired dignity,
“ immured in memory like a tomb ”. The traditional love-potion 
scene has been replaced here by a love-poem in which there is 
naturally no place for Brangwen. The potion remains as a symbol 
but it cannot in any way be said to cause their love and consequently 
there is no question of guilt on the part of Brangwen. The awkward 
substitution scene has also been abandoned : it would indeed 
be almost an impossibility to give verisimilitude to this relic of the 
past in a modern treatment of the theme or to make it psychologically 
convincing.

In many modern versions such as the poems Tristram by Frank 
Kendon, (1934), and Tintagel by Henry Reed, (1946), Brangane 
plays no part at all : in many others she is merely a stock character, 
the conventional confidante, as for instance in the drama of J. 
Comyns Carr, Tristram and Iseult (1906), in many German dramas 
and in the long poem Tristram by the American poet E. A. 
Robinsona (1928). The presence or absence of Brangane and the 
use made of her in modern versions seems to depend to a large 
extent on the author’s conception of the love-potion. Her greatest 
significance lies in her responsibility in the love-potion scene, and
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so the poet’s attitude to the question of guilt is all-important. If  
the lovers are overwhelmed by a blinding passion for which the 
potion is to blame, then the ‘ immorality ’ o f their love can be 
glossed over (as with Thomas Hardy) and Brangane can be made 
to feel her responsibility in not having guarded the potion better. 
But on the whole modern authors like to make the lovers themselves 
responsible, therefore the potion scene either vanishes or dwindles 
in importance, and with it Brangane’s significance. For instance 
in Masefield’s play Tristan is in love with Isolt before they drink 
the potion which is little more than a symbol and there is no stress 
on Brangwen’s responsibility. She does not agree to the sub
stitution scene in order to atone for her carelessness as in older 
versions, but out of gratitude to Isolt for having saved her from 
slavery.

The loss of the substitution scene which would be repulsive to 
most modern writers also tends to diminish the significance of 
Brangane. But in works which develop the characters of Tristan 
and Isolde elaborately, Brangane can be a useful counterpoise 
as a figure without much individuality, embodying loyalty and 
prudence. And where there is a vital symbol, whether it is Desde- 
mona’s handkerchief or Isolde’s love-potion, it can be effective 
to choose as the agent of Fate a practical commonsense person 
like Emilia or Brangane to emphasise the fact that the passion is 
so reckless and all-embracing that it is really just ordinary life 
itself that brings about the catastrophe.

ESTELLE MORGAN. 

University o f Bristol.
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HE RAIN defeated the decorations, but it defeated nothing
else. London had been decked out in trimmings of blue 

.and pink and gold until, in the sun, it had an air of enormous 
gallantry like an old man preparing to request the pleasure of a 
dance. The garb was reminiscent of that of the Festival of two 
years ago — the silver balls on wires, huge spans of golden girders, 
poles spiralled with paper and topped with plywood plumes — 
.and the intention, perhaps, might have been the same. The 
Festival from the beginning had contained the elements of a joke — 
a good joke, a gay joke, an effort to lighten ceremony with trappings 
inducing laughter — and as such it had succeeded ; for the aim of 
.a Festival is, after all, to be nothing but festive. But a Coronation, 
■one thought, should contain something more. Walking among 
the crowds that thronged the route during the weekend that preceded 
the day one wondered if they had come just for this, for the party, 
for the promise of a great parade and the all-night dancing, or 
whether they had been brought, in fact, by a more indefinite 
persuasion. And then the rain came and it was the festivity that 
•was made difficult from the beginning : the trimmings became 
Indistinguishable beneath a grey misted sky and London returned 
to  the gravity that is its character.

And then it became apparent, as perhaps it would have done 
anyway, that it was not the festivity that mattered. Waiting on 
the embankment for the outward procession the crowd was formal, 
unexcited. There were the traditional suggestions of humour in 
an adverse circumstance — in the preliminary processions it was 
.a dustman clearing up behind the horses that got the biggest cheer — 
but the early parade went past without much Wildness of en
thusiasm. The foreign potentates, the Commonwealth Prime 
.Ministers, the dignitaries o f State in their small closed carriages
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were welcomed more for any oddities of appearance than for 
themselves or what they represented. The festivity was still trying 
to be nothing but festive, and in the rain not quite succeeding. 
And then it changed. From along the road lined with thousands 
of children the spasmodic cheering could be heard to thicken and 
then become intense with a massed fluttering of flags and as the 
Queen’s coach approached it became quite solid, high-pitched, 
ceaseless. It drowned the band, it drowned the clatter o f the 
escorting cavalry, it drowned all the trappings that are supposed 
to give emotion to processions ..until there was nothing but the one 
slightly lumbering ornate coach seeming to float above it and the 
glimpse of a face within and the attendant shouting.; And then it 
was just that that mattered, that gave more emotion than any music 
or marching, a five-second glimpse through glass and the Queen 
sitting smiling and then it was over.

It was the Queen’s day and no one else’s. On the way back it 
was the same ; the troops marched and provided a few minutes o f 
entertainment in the hours of waiting, the bands played bravely 
and their tenacity was admired. In the evening the fireworks 
offered an interlude between exhaustion and the necessity of going 
home. The displays were lavish, spectacular, but of little signifi
cance. At night the crowds were around the Palace, and in the 
streets the litter of departed multitudes was scattered around no 
great revelry, no ordinary celebration. Behind the doors of the 
all-night West-end cabarets some attempt at conventional con
viviality might have been maintained, but at large the day lasted 
no longer than a farewell wave from the Palace balcony. All 
emotion, all effort, all desire, began and ended with the sight o f the 
Queen.

Perhaps the fact of the Coronation Service itself being televised 
had something to do with this. The service previously was almost 
unknown, almost unimagined. One thought o f a show of great 
pomp and splendour, an extreme of solemnity and magnificent 
pride. Instead, caught by the cameras in every attitude and every 
gesture, there was portrayed a performance of an extraordinary 
and profound humility. This was not only unexpected but, to the 
initiated observer as well, of supreme effect. From the entrance 
of the one lonely and only ceremoniously attended figure (it gave 
the impression, this, of someone being led captive to judgment) 
to the acclamation by the peers and the brief curtsy that acknow
ledged it, from the anointing in the plain white dress stripped of all
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ornament to the crowning itself which again seemed like the 
receiving more of a burden than of an honour, the emphasis lay 
on dedication and the submission that accompanies it rather than 
on the haughtiness of the assumption of power. One had for
gotten, perhaps, that the ceremony was religious and not secular t 
as in the marriage service in which this is also too easily forgotten 
the dedication was primarily to God and only secondarily to a  
person or, in this case, to the people. But here the terms, were 
unequivocal. At the centre of the ceremony there was the service 
of Communion but it was not only this that gave it its religious 
significance. From beginning to end the humility of beauty was 
apparent, and humility of this kind can come only from what is 
religious. And this was seen by millions of people all over the 
country and so, perhaps for the first time, the implications o f  
Coronation were realised. When once this was felt the terms in 
which celebration was possible became almost unequivocal too. 
After a great performance of a great play (which, on one level, 
the service certainly was : the movements and bearing of all 
those taking part, the words of profound poetry that were spoken, 
and above all the beauty and presence and artistry of the Queen 
were such as to equal any performance of any great tragedy that can 
be imagined) there is nothing else to do except to reflect, and to 
remember, and to demand repeated curtain-calls in honour of the 
actress whose performance it was. And since this was not only 
a great play, a great performance, but also an act of profound 
and public worship, the effects were focused in even sharper light. 
The crowds were concerned only with memory or with the chance 
of once more paying homage to her who had so affected them. 
And this was felt with no false discretion, no sense of restraint, 
that such behaviour would be most fitting : it was done simply 
because there was nothing else to be desired.

It is impossible to analyse or suitably to describe the effect that 
the Queen has in her appearance. . The British people are not given 
to hero-worship nor to the idolisation of greatness : also they are 
shy of admitting the more unusual of their emotions. There is, 
in spite of the evidence of the popular magazines, a fear of senti
mentality in too much regard for what is above them, an embar
rassment in this age of hard presumption at anything that might 
be interpreted as soft. But the Queen defeats this. Along the 
route people had come from all over the world for just that one 
glimpse of a face seen through a window, they had stood through a
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day and a night of rain with no sleep and no warm'th and no comfort 
at the end, after the five seconds had gone, they not only knew that 
it had been worth-while — that they would do it again, willingly, 
that they would come from even farther and stand for even longer 
and that it would still be one of the greatest experiences of their 
lives — but they even admitted it, also willingly, with still a  certain 
embarrassment of bewilderment, it is true, but at least with an 
honesty that had got past all pretence. The reason for this is obscure: 
it goes back, probably, to emotions which are fundamental as 
well as primitive. It is not only that the Queen is young and 
that she did appear, beneath her crown, to be supremely beautiful: 
not only that she possesses a smile which, in spite o f the efforts 
of photographers and popular portrait painters to do it to death 
by repetition, continues to amaze every time it is seen and expresses 
something of the intangible grace o f what should be meant by 
royalty but seldom is : it is rather, perhaps, that if  there is one 
thing in the world more impressive than greatness achieved in an 
abundance of strength it is greatness received in a gratitude of 
humility. The world to-day, whether for good or ill, has got tired 
and distrustful of strength : what it will never get tired of is the 
submission and service of acceptance. And that, at the Coronation, 
is what the Queen represented to her people. In the uncomfortable 
coach floating somewhat ungainly and out of step above the noise 
and the splendour, bowed down by the crown and the regalia that 
still appeared as imponderable burdens, the grace and the gratitude 
were there, visible, expressed and even given to the cheering crowds 
by the quiet smile that seemed itself almost embarrassed at the 
extremity of appreciation that it occasioned, an appreciation not 
hysterical or ordered but just resolute and amazed and unswerving. 
So that it was only this, after all, that mattered : and if the 
description of it as well as the memory continues to be embarrassing 
and inexplicable to the cynics, this cannot be helped : it is simply 
how it happened.

NICHOLAS MOSLEY.



THE ALL-ECLECTIC KITCHEN 

THE EUROPEAN AT TABLE

A wide field is open to the contemporary gourmet who very 
wisely conducts his kitchen with an eclecticism founded upon- the 
fruits of travel and of reading.

Since one has neither the intention, nor even the desire to attempt 
a campaign of proselytism in this matter—which is reduced quite 
simply to the question: “ What is the best kind of cooking? ”—  
one should perhaps, at the very outset, warn the ultra conservative, 
the completely “ insular ”, that they will find no encouragement in 
these little Table Talks.

On the other hand, the Master Mind of the household—Maitresse 
de Maison, housekeeper or cook—must adopt, once and for all, a  
general policy which may be based upon the precepts of any given- 
school; after that has been established, one can vary the ordinary 
Of one’s daily meals in countless ways.’

My own policy is unequivocally French; and in order to illustrate 
how happily, it works, I  can- do no better than draw upon very per
sonal experiences, covering all those blissful years between the two 
wars when I shared with the late X. Marcel Boulestin a house in 
South Western France to which we repaired at intervals, for as many 
weeks at a time as we could spare from our busy lives.

Our little place .was therefore a “ playground ” and the staff con
sisted of two local women. One, Augustine, was cook-general and 
caretaker during our absence. Maria cleaned, scrubbed and 
laundered so that each time we arrived, all was in perfect order.
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The only addition was our English valet-chaufieur who accompanied 
us everywhere.

Augustine was a locally born, typical Landaise; therefore a 
supremely good natural cook. But—she had also been- a professional 
cook in her youth, trained under some of the best chefs of the period.

The English Walter was, for the first year or two, rather a prob
lem. He really did miss his English dinner. But the gaiety of the 
place, the almost intoxicating ambience of the whole district won 
him over—-not to mention the vin de table he soon learned to enjoy, 
after some bitter recriminations against the local watery beer. The 
three of them became the greatest of friends and very soon 
Augustine was having lectures upon steak and kidney, Yorkshire, 
and other puddings. And how beautifully she could make them. 
Walter even succeeded in getting the butcher to cut a perfect sirloin 
of beef.

The practical result of all this “ team-work ” was that our Table 
was quite extraordinary. The pattern, the form of all the meals was 
French; but since vve all contributed—Boulestin would occasionally 
himself prepare some very luxurious plat de grande cuisine; myself a 
curry or one of my Jamaican specialities; Augustine wonderful soups, 
vegetables and salads she would gather at the last possible minute— 
it included dishes we had enjoyed all over Europe. As for the few 
English dishes in the repertory, they were hailed with delight and 
astonishment by our most critical French and Spanish friends. 
“ Nous n’aviorts pas idee . . .  la cuisine anglaiset Mais ce pudding 
est sublime.”

One such meal remains indelibly in my memory, a dinner party 
in July, shortly after we had arrived to be “ in residence ” for that 
summer:

Creme d’Oseille

Dressed Crab 
Salade Landaise

Carciofi alia Genovese

Fool.aux Fraises

Champagne Rose

Perfect example of a cook’s entente cordiale. The typically
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French soup—sorrel from our garden, chopped, melted in butter and 
■worked into a smooth, white, cream soup over which a few sprigs of 
chervil were plucked. The somewhat rich dressed crab—an innova
tion for some of our French guests—was admirably set off by the 
salad; small green peppers, seeds removed, and shredded; tomatoes, 
peeled, “ de-seeded ” and cut in neat pieces, were in the centre of 
the salad-bowl lined with crisp leaves of Cos lettuce. A light French 
dressing and a final sprinkling of fines herbes—parsley, tarragon, 
chervil, chives.

Then, served separately of course, the entremets de legumes. Tiny 
globe artichokes—the bottoms only—so young and freshly cut that 
they merely require tossing for a few minutes in olive oil, in a pan 
rubbed with a little garlic. Well drained on blotting paper we lay 
them, fiat, in a fire-proof dish and cover with a sauce of pounded 
walnuts, grated cheese and white wine. Sprinkle with a little more 
grated cheese, a few tiny dabs of butter and gratinez (brown) quickly 
in a fast oven or under a grill. One can well conceive this being 
served—on toast—as an English savoury; but we remained, as I 
have said, strictly French in the construction of our menus; no 
compromises about that.

The sweet, however, was “ bi-national ” : a mixture of the English 
Strawberry Fool and French Mousse, over which we sprinkled a few 
fraises des bois, whole.

It was a wonderful meal to enjoy in the cool of the evening—one 
dined there at ten or after, following upon a day of blazing heat. 
"  C’est la Canicule ”, said Augustine.

ROBIN ADAIR.
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THE MEDIUM

In a recent talk on the Third Programme called “ Mission of an 
Art School”, Basil Taylor had occasion excellently to remark, 
Much contemporary painting and sculpture is about the individual’s 
despair and isolation, and much of that is no doubt an unhysterical 
expression of the inhumane aspects o f his time. But much of it, l  
am sure, is nothing but a reflex of that loneliness which is the issue 
of an unreal education.

How sensible, how fruitful a detachment: and, apart from his 
omitting that a real education, one preventive of such errors, would 
be as rare of attainment as it is intensely desirable, how subtly just. 
How many miserably ugly works have sometimes compelled our 
critical silence, for fear that our unease was merely the reflection of 
our inability to look, as did the author, unwinking at the truth. 
How sickly the conscience has become when, confronted with the 
product of a blindly uneducated personal fantasy, we waveringly 
incline to lenience if the fantasy mechanism maligns rather than 
prettifies reality. We have so very few tragic artists; but never 
before so much would-be tragic art. The respect of advanced people 
for the noir and the diabolique (provided they are not too flagrantly 
nineteenth century) is as energetic as ever. Bight out of every ten 
people who see the highbrow pictures will think Miracolo a Milano 
very sentimental when compared with the grimness and gloom of 
The Medium. Nevertheless, De Sica’s film is the product of a far 
more adult and reality-regarding conscience than that of Menotti. 
No doubt there are, in fact, more fake mediums and cruel, shabby 
stances than Totos trying to make a world in which everybody 
really means “ Good day ” : but the inability to see beyond such 
immediate appearances, to see that art is much more like a language 
than like a camera, argues an impotence to achieve that constant 
flow of interpretation without which the very idea of art loses all 
meaning.
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The Medium  wants to be terrible but only succeeds in being silly. 
It is a silly interpretation of reality. The grim power for which so 
many have admired it is achieved at the expense of the artist keeping 
his eyes shut. It abounds in images that strain after horror and 
violence but achieve no more than the fashionable picturesqueness 
of a new eye make-up. We feel no sustained and coherent inter
pretation of life requiring an expressive form, but only a series of 
fragmentary attitudes, cutely, gruesome or ironic. Nowhere does 
one sense the weight of genuine experience, the mass of felt, life 
(in Henry James’s words), by which a work wins a moral power 
over us. Instead, we hear the stale rattle of that species of descrip
tive literature, that language of the publisher’s blurb, which is the 
only inspiration of the arty work.

For instance, the hackneyed poignance of the relationship be
tween the medium’s daughter and the negro slave: behind every 
empty action we can wearily provide the fulsome description which 
brings such things into being and, having done so, keeps one from 
seeing how thin they are.

Sometimes, alone, they would gambol blithely among the mon~ 
strous paraphernalia of her mother's dark trade. Bearing the white 
talisman, of their innocence, they played unwitting games with the 
dingy finery which, night fallen, would bring d morbid comfort to  
the insanely lonely who ache to be deceived. Strange idyll, where 
she must speak for both wooer and wooed, for he is dumb and only 
yearning hands and eyes may spell out . his longing. (Can you 
imagine, a leading role in an opera and, do you know, he doesn’t  
sing a note!)

There is a richly embarrassing street fair scene straight out of 
Silent German Expressionist Kitsch, where He, the lover (yet so 
ironically dependent on She, who, hardly more than child, is already 
compelled to understand motherhood), becomes separated from 
H er ; the evil crowd jeers senselessly at his uncomprehending terror 
of the toy which the sinister.street vendor thrusts at him again and 
again—rings of faces lit from below like grotesque masks—the 
dumb mouth implores—sensitive hands flutter like trapped birds—  
nightmarish laughter of the crowd (distort on the sound track) seems 
to  fill the world. “ Why, it’s like a scene from some ballet!”' 
Unfortunately.

Again, at night, the Medium who is unable to sleep . . . crazed 
with her doubts . .  . seeks out the unlikely cubby hole of the negro 
servant. Hoarsely, she demands that he admit it was his hand that
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touched her at the seance (she’s a fake medium you see but, guess 
what? She finds to her terror that she has real powers. Are you 
getting the irony!) At last, infuriated, she seals his eyes by dripping 
wax from a convenient candle (the house on other occasions is other
wise illuminated). The silly pride in the horror of this shot, which, 
in order to have its effect, requires you to believe not only that so 

' comically unproductive an idea would occur to the old lady, but that 
the negro, who at all other times is pretty spry to dodge a blow, just 
lies there and lets her do it, disarms anger. Anything for a weird, 
cruel, or ironic shot; even to the inconceivability of an almost naked 
negro wandering unremarked about a big city merely to enable him 
to be photographed crouching in balletic agony against a wall, his 
lashes sodden, and his torso whipped by rain.

And yet behind all the contemptible silliness of its incidents it has 
a  perverse unity, a unity of mood, a consistent baffled energy work
ing in the airless dark. We notice this sort of power again in a recent 
much praised novel, Reflections in a Golden Eye. They both have 
the hallucinatory vividness of the colours we see when we shut our 
eyes and stimulate our eyeballs by pushing. This admired potence 
is extraordinarily like the potence of a sexual fantasy where, in order 
to produce stimulation in a vacuum, images are wrought which, for 
all their ghostly violence, hideously misinform the subject as to 
what the pattern Of his desires would be in reality. There is a thin, 
unnecessary horror about The Medium which depresses far more 
than Oedipus ever could. Nowhere do we find that attempt to 
square the personal obsession (which perhaps drives all artists) with 
a clear look at the contradictory facts of life. This endless attempt 
to modify the passions (which yearn to interpret lyingly) by the light 
of the objective faculty is partly what I take to be the purpose of a 
real education. How many contemporary artists would add inches 
to their creative stature if their works were suddenly to be informed 
with an optimism which, however shortsighted, would in fact be more 
truthful than those unhappy works made with eyes closed or 
turned inwards which are nothing but the issue of an unreal 
education.

LAURENCE DUNNING.
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THE THEATRE IN PARIS

S U D  by JULIEN GREEN

OR those Parisian theatre-goers who refused to give up hope
that there might yet be an interesting new play this season 

there remained — “ supreme espoir et supreme pensie ” — Mr. 
Julien Green’s first play. After an evening at the Athenee, where 
it is being given, they felt their hopes had been partly justified, 
even if they could not feel overwhelmingly enthusiastic.

As Mr. Julien Green has never enjoyed more than a succes 
d’estime in England, it may be worth giving some account of him 
before attempting to analyse Sud. Mr. Green is an American 
who happened to be born in Paris and spent all his school days 
in France. He has written all his books in French. When he 
began to write, that is to say about 1930, Hawthorne and Faulkner 
were still entirely unknown in France, and Emily Bronte was only 
just starting her astonishing posthumous success here. Mr. Green, 
whose work, obsessed by the idea of death and the horror o f sin, 
is in various ways related to that of these three writers, appeared 
to the French critics a wonderful novelty. M. Edmond Jaloux, 
one of the most influential critics of that time, was so enthusiastic 
about the imaginative and poetic gifts of this young American 
who wrote so well that he even went so far as to say that Adrienne 
Mesurat, his third novel, was an amazing picture of French pro
vincial life, although actually the book is purely imaginary and owes 
nothing to observation, so that in many ways it is quite unreal. 
Success came quickly to Mr. Green, and he was known to be one 
of Andre Gide’s best friends. About 1938, while continuing to 
publish novels, he began the publication of his intimate journal, 
in which he told of the thirty-nine francs fifty centimes his books 
had earned in such and such a year in England, of his intention to 
travel to India, and so forth, as well as describing the ghosts he
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encounters now and then in the most diverse places.
When the Germans invaded France Mr. Green returned to his 

own country, and declared on the wireless that the vocation of 
France was to be a Christ among the nations, a statement which 
doubtless did much to sustain the morale of his listeners. After 
the liberation he came back to France, where his influence steadily 
grew. Converted years ago to Catholicism, his faith inspired 
ever more numerous pages in his diary, whose growing number of 
readers learned that it was henceforth while listening to concerts 
of religious music that Mr. Green perceived the ineffable and 
met his familiar spirits. His novels, Varouna and S i j ’itais vous 
were unfortunately not very good, and it seemed he was lost to 
imaginative writing, when suddenly, two years ago, he published 
his best book, Moira, the portrait of a  young American puritan, 
in which for the first time his gifts found true balance and which 
is, without doubt, if not the chef d ’oeuvre it was somewhat hastily 
acclaimed to be, at least a  very good book.

Mr. Green who had always, like most Anglo-Saxons, been deeply 
reticent, now, perhaps in expansive mood as a  result o f success, 
wrote his first play, the subject o f this article. The action takes 
place on 11 April 1861, the day before the civil war broke out, 
in a plantation in the deep South, Bonaventure. The whole 
family of the owner, Mr. Broderick, are affected by war-psychosis, 
and they are wondering what a young Polish friend of theirs, Ian 
Wieziemski, who is an officer in the Northern army, will do ; will 
he declare for their side, will he desert ? Ian does not disclose 
his intentions. He and Regina, a young and poor cousin of the 
Brodericks from the North, have some rather heated verbal 
exchanges — are they in love without wishing to admit it, or while 
imagining they hate each other ? Ian is upset when he overhears 
a conversation between Regina and her little cousin Angelina 
Broderick, from which he learns that Angelina receives love letters 
from a certain Eric MacClure, heir to a neighbouring plantation. 
Perhaps he is in love with Angelina ? An old blind negro, 
Tiresias, demands to be received by Mr. Broderick and prophesies 
in his deep grave voice that tragedy will strike the house. Everyone 
thinks of the war, which to-morrow will lay waste this aristocratic 
Southern civilisation. No ; Tiresias (does the name indicate that 
Mr. Green considers his play a Tragedy) alludes to  Eric and Ian.

Eric MacClure arrives at Bonaventure. A t first repelled by the 
strange, troubled manner of Ian, he soon forgets the inmression
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and even confides in him his secret love for Angelina. Suddenly 
Ian explodes, a wave of fury rushes through him, he mocks and 
derides his new friend’s love, and strikes him before a witness. 
He wishes for a duel ; insists upon it. It must be fought this very 
evening in a near-by wood. On the stage awaiting the result is Mr. 
Broderick’s sister; encased in pride and common sense she refuses to 
take the whole affair seriously. Finally all is over. Negroes carry in 
a bier upon which lies Ian’s body, veiled in black. From Eric’s story 
it is clear that Ian sought death in the duel. Regina demands to 
be left alone with the corpse, she bends over him, telling him she 
has understood his secret, and despairingly cries the name of him 
who can no longer hear.

Curiously enough, critics who every few months read novels 
where this subject is brandished triumphantly like a  banner, entirely 
failed to understand that Ian’s whole behaviour was determined 
by his love for Eric. Thus the reactions of the average audience 
can easily be imagined ; until the very end they expect to see 
these charming young men and women fall into each other’s arms. 
But apart from this (and it is not necessary to have studied psycho
analysis in order to understand it) Sud offers other grounds for 
criticism; particularly in that Mr. Green has falsified the picture he 
gives of the South. It is easy to see why he chose this period for his 
drama; it affords so many poetic details, the light swish of the muslin 
crinolines as the young lovers leap for joy or rush in anger; 
the cry of the mocking bird which is heard near the house when 
anguish freezes the words on their lips ; the mosses hanging in 
tresses from branches of trees near the verandah. But who can 
believe that in 1861 a planter like Mr. Broderick, living in a society 
which is depicted as being almost obsessed by God and his demands 
on his creatures, could be percipient enough to observe in himself 
the same tendencies as Ian’s ; or that Regina, proud and puritanical, 
could understand why Ian refuses her love and treats her with such 
harsh disdain ? In 1861 ! It is evident that Mr. Green has 
given the world of his creation, besides the religious preoccupations 
of the middle of the nineteenth century, reactions to sexual problems 
which belong undoubtedly to the middle of the twentieth.

For this reason the interest of the individual spectator must 
depend largely on his own position vis i  vis these sexual and moral 
problems which so shatter the protagonists of Sud, during the 
last two acts ; (the first act will attract everyone, unusual and 
mysterious.. Very likely Anglo-Saxon audiences will react
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more quickly and strongly than the French public has done. But 
when all is said and done, Mr. Green has no everyday talent, as 
he proves in many of the secondary scenes, for instance those in 
which the negroes appear, and above all in the great scene between 
Eric and Ian, beautifully managed as to emphasis and movement.

M. Mercure’s scenery is even better than that in Sur la terre 
eomme au del. At first one wonders if the vast size of the drawing 
room which forms the background of the play, despite the whole 
range of reds which cast rosy reflections on the actors’ faces and 
light rubies in the crystal drops on the lights, does not detract 
from the density of atmosphere desired by the author. But 
the moment when Eric stands, darkly framed in the bay of the 
verandah, and the two silent young men, as though nailed to the 
spot, look at one another across the immense space, one realises 
they could not appear so clearly to be the playthings of destiny 
in a smaller room.

After all, were it only for that unforgettable instant, and in spite 
of certain reserves, one feels Mr. Green was right to try his hand 
at the theatre.

JACQUES BROUSSE
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IF THE LITTLE TOWN and its eastward-looking port had been 
on a trade route, if it had served a rich hinterland, or. had been 

capable of fortification in the dangerous centuries when the power 
of Venice grew, then it would have lost its innocent appearance. 
It would have had six or seven nightclubs with neon lighting, a  
naval barracks and seedy brothels ; and the effluvia compounded 
of railway termini, drains and wickedness would have hung over 
the enclosed water. Its harbour had little use. A small stretch 
of Adriatic was enclosed between two lions’ paws of earth : and 
between them, on the land, the small town grew, and above, dusty 
arid land stretched westwards over baked and useless distance 
to the spine of Italy. Several fishing boats were tied to the shining 
brass rings on the small quay. Two genial cafes shone with glass 
and mahogany ; a third, dirty and in a sour alley, lacked even a  
new coffee engine. South Italian vegetation threw out fleshy and 
exuberant growths; palms sagged under d u s t; flies pestered 
flesh. Only religion, that does not always fulfil the gibes of its 
enemies and go only where there is wealth, only the smouldering 
religion of idols and fervour, black, lace and white candles, gilt and 
incense, had thought it worth while to visit this township ; the 
result of its visitation was a small cathedral, unremarkable in shape 
and size, in the baroque style, yet with something to it of those 
Spanish churches partly used as forts ; windows were built high 
in. its thick walls. Its doors were huge and solid. One could 
imagine a thousand townsfolk cowering behind them while Albanian 
rovers sacked the small houses and havocked along the quay and 
through the scrubby farms lopsided over the lion’s paws.

Normally, then,, the town was the kind on which no outer events 
make their impress, the sort of world, an Italian Jane Austen, but 
no one else, might have bothered, to record. There were shops, 
priests, a nunnery of the Sacred Heart, and no doubt enough
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scandals and petty crimes to prevent the inhabitants dying from 
ennui.

Normally, a car coming down the stony road would have been 
an event to this community of peasants and fishermen. But Luke 
and Pigeon arrived almost unnoticed. They soon learnt the 
reason, from Tino, the cafe proprietor. He had insisted on putting 
them up ; the hotel, he told them, was dull and expensive.

“ Gli Ebrei sono q u it” The Hebrews are here. In Italian, 
the name for Jew sounded savage and ancient: suggesting prophets 
and fanatics, rather than stockbrokers and cautious magnates of 
the cinema : knives, not cigars, between fleshy lips.

The Jews were living in an encampment some way up the hillside. 
Their white tents were like mushrooms. Metal glinted as some 
one moved. And in the harbour a black steel hulk with a shallow 
funnel dwarfed the red-sailed fishing boats, explaining the presence 
of the Hebrew camp. Her former name had been painted out, 
and superimposed in large letters her new one : Judas Maccabaeus.

“ Six weeks, Signor Peejon, waiting to go to Palestina, to give 
your people the slip.”

It was 1947.
The two Englishmen were tired from the long drive across Italy, 

and slept in their darkened rooms. After seven, a noise of singing 
surged from the cafe below. They found the cafe full, with the 
Italians a minority among the Jews. There was good-humoured 
bustle. Business was inflationary. The Jews were rejoicing. In 
two days they would be sailing. Many local people, far more than 
usual, had come to Tino’s bar to watch these strangers. Tino 
found Luke and his friend seats on a long bench where a  priest 
was sitting with two working men. The priest moved and made 
them welcome, though what he said was smothered in the raucous 
din.

At first the would-be Palestinians seemed much alike ; a type 
dominated them. They were swarthy, and as most o f them wore 
little woollen caps on the backs of their heads, their physiognomies 
had a narrow Assyrian look. But after a few minutes this uni
formity of appearance vanished in difference. Besides the angular 
and Semitic profiles, there were also brown, blond-haired youths, 
with thick turned-up noses and blue eyes ; there were also runts 
o f no particular distinction. Dressed in cast-off military clothing, 
their legs and arms were wiry and muscular, and all had wrist- 
watches.
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Four Hebrews were sitting at a table near the Englishmen, and 
one of the workers with the priest kept winking in their direction 
and trying to attract their attention. With three of the Jews this 
met with no success ; though young they had the remoteness o f 
winged bulls, and were completely self-absorbed. The fourth, 
however, responded. The smallest, he had the face of an amiable 
monkey, with crinkly brown hair and bright, very lively blue eyes. 
And at the labourer’s third or fourth attempt to  catch his eye, 
he winked.

The priest had noticed his companion’s antics, and turning to 
Luke, he said quietly : “  It’s useless trying to make friends ; 
they’ve heard you two speaking English” .

The four Hebrews finished their drinks, replaced their glasses 
on the bar, and clattered out in their heavy boots. A t the door 
the friendly one turned and smiled.

“ Unfortunate boys, they battle against reality.” The priest 
said nothing more, but accepted another drink, on the condition 
that the next round would be his. “ And now that the circus is 
gone, shall we take them outside ? ”

Minutes later, loitering and casting glances meant to  be inter
cepted, the young man returned alone to  their cafe, lolled a t the 
doorpost, lit a cigarette after some nervous gestures, then boldly 
came over to  their table. They had been watching his indecision 
in silence.

“ I heard what the Padre said about you being English. I  would 
not have you think that.”  He spoke English without a  flaw. 
■“ We have no hatred for individual members o f your nation.” 
He got out these pompous words, then smiled with that curious 
yet irradiating grin that had reminded Luke of a gibbon, as well 
as of a friend he had known a t school. I t was a sincere smile, 
lull of amicable feelings, and yet it had reservations, it was not 
an open smile.

He sat down, and in deference to the Italians they spoke Italian. 
But he was a young man who got on to fundamentals quickly, 
and his topics bored the two louts with the priest, and with stumbling 
farewells they made their escape. The conversation returned to 
English, which the priest also spoke. The young Hebrew told 
them everything about himself, and in ,a sense, nothing. He was 
the son of a  German diamond-merchant, had spent the war in 
Palestine, and had now come back to Europe, the abandoned 
continent, to lead a party o f Jews through this port to  their chosen
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land. At first, he avoided controversy, preferring to interest them 
in his cause as an experiment in human will. Then, warming up, 
he glowed with what had been done by the Zionists to the desert, 
then cursed what the British had done to blight this prosperity.

“ How about the Arabs ? ” said Pigeon. “ Haven’t they a  say ? 
It’s been theirs for a long time.”

“ Since Tito Cesare,” said the priest, emphatically.
“ No, no, in spirit, it was ours, always. It was our land of 

promise. Let the Arabs go back to their deserts ”.
“ You are an orthodox Jew, my son ? ”
“ How could I  be? My brother was at Berlin University, I was 

at school there. We were germanised, isn’t  that the word ? I  
read all the philosophers. No, I am not orthodox. The gods 
are dead ”.

“ And how can you speak of the land of promise, if you do not 
believe in the God who made the promise, the conditional promise ?” 

The same look of Italians dreaming of return to Asmara, the 
same look of all enthusiasts for causes larger than themselves, 
since tribes and separate societies began, blazed in the blue eyes 
of this Berliner, hebraic yet germanised, expert a t typewriter o r 
steering wheel, yet now unifying himself with a fanaticism that 
melted all obstacles of fact, and linked him in a pulsating brother
hood with these sharpnosed emigrants with olive skins and stocking- 
caps. His arguments were banal; the catchphrases of all such, 
campaigns, the old sentimental oratory of national rights, eternal 
destinies, irrevocable alternatives ; but his eloquence, his fury, 
had something about it that, neither new nor rational, was in no 
sense second-rate.

“ As never before we are tortured, hated, surrounded by enemies, 
dissipating the good will amassed for us by our rich, bourgeois 
Jews.” He spat the words good will, as though he was crushing 
a little snake between his teeth. “ But even if they hate us, seeing 
in us a menace to their little game of making themselves rooted, 
British as the British foxhunters, a hundred per cent American, 
rooted in the sand that is all shifting ̂  we are glad, we rejoice, 
we know a happiness we never knew before, an enthusiasm, a 
cause — we are free. Come, be honest,” and one after another 
he fixed them in the eyes with a challenging stare, “ you do not 
like the traditional Jew, do you? Shylock, or Dickens’s Fagin ? 
In your heart, even civilised people like you may have said,, Hitler 
was perhaps right. I  would have said it if I had been you. We
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Zionists have turned our back on that comfort, for what it was 
worth, on the profits of our clever mutual aid. We are becoming- 
peasants again, fishermen, mechanics, soldiers. We’ll have to, 
as there won’t  be any Goyim to exploit.” In the evening sunshine 
they sat without speaking. His eloquence that discounted the 
rights of Arabs, the power of the British, logic, reason, common 
sense, and swept on like the Jordan waters he had described as  
fertilising the desert, overwhelmed them for the moment, and though, 
it did not give birth to lilies and wheat in their souls, a t least it 
watered a recognition that there was something going on before 
them, which if it was against their interests and their view of w hat 
was right, was yet stirring, and indeed heroic.

The priest, who wore a  large black hat, took it off and fanned 
his. face. The glasses stood empty. I t was still warm, the sloping- 
sun had power.

“ Come,” said Chaim, “ let me buy a round. We will drink a  
non-controversial toast.” Collecting his thoughts he said slowly, 
“ Drink with me to the fulfilment of all our hopes, to the working: 
out of all our destinies.”

The Englishmen raised their glasses to this good-humoured 
to a s t; but the priest thwacked his down on the table.

“ I will not drink to that, not in the sense you mean.”
The young monkey-faced man winced, h u r t ; his eloquence- 

failed to rescue him. The scene was uncomfortable, and Pigeon, 
a Protestant incurably hostile to anything Roman, swallowed his- 
wine to show his disagreement with the priest. He spluttered, 
having swallowed more than he meant.

“ My son, you are like a boy telling his father that it is destiny- 
to kill his mother, or to jump from a  cliff, and asking his father’s- 
blessing at the same time. Your venture, which you ask me to- 
drink to, is not new. It is, on the contrary, as old as sin. What 
is it, rightly understood ? It is the substitution of a material 
satisfaction for a spiritual one ; in your case, the turning of your 
back on facts, the attempt to deny that your so-called destiny 
leads to an abyss.”

The Zionist had recovered his composure. “  You talk in riddles.”
' “ Do I ? ” The priest gazed at him gently. “ Look a t th a t 
archway.” Leading up to the cathedral, there was a heavy arch, 
under which all traffic from the quay had to pass. In a niche there 
was a statue, gaudy and gilded, of the Mother and her Child.

“ Your nation’s function was to give that Child to the world,
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It gave him, but repudiated him.”
Wryly, the Hebrew looked at Luke and Pigeon, his contemporaries. 

“  Being a priest, I suppose you are committed to that view. But 
I admire Christ. He is to us what Michelangelo is to you, or 
Shakespeare to the English.”

“ You are right, my religion does commit me. And the fact 
of the crucifixion has committed you. ‘ Let this blood be on our 
heads, and the heads of our children after us.’ Those words, my 
son, demand endorsement, or absolute repudiation. May I drink 
to your repudiation of them ? to your return to the true Israel ? ” 
And very solemnly he drank his wine, looking the young man in 
the face all the while. And this done, he smiled to them all, and 
walked away. His long soutane was shiny black in the sun.

“ I am sorry about all that,” said Pigeon.
“ That’s all right. No doubt he’s frightened one of us will eat 

a  brace of his Christian babies.” And Chaim laughed angrily.
Saturday was a lurid day. The sun no longer shone. The town 

no longer looked brighter than is proper for this earth. It wilted 
in a hot purplish haze, grew grey, and a rainstorm round three 
burst over the cathedral, dried up, yet did not release blueness. 
The streets stayed a sweaty wet, the sky was near, and it was like 
Blackpool, except that there were no amusements.

During lunch time Tino told them that the Hebrews’ plans had 
been thwarted. The government had promised England that the 
emigrants would not be allowed to leave. He beckoned Luke to 
the street, and handed him a telescope of the kind that boys’ 
magazines instruct their readers to make from domestic oddments. 

“ Look up the hill, you can see them.”
Luke’s eye passed slowly past the Madonna on the arch and the 

rough walls of the cathedral, on through scrub and rock and rare 
pines to where the white tents gleamed : little human ants were 
drilling there. “ Poor Chaim ! he must be hot.”

“ But he’ll find Palestine hotter than Italy, if it’s anything like 
Libya,” and Tino yawned back to his dark siesta.

No Jews came into the town that evening. About eight o’clock 
a white launch fumed into the harbour, and officials disembarked 
and strode towards the one hotel. All that evening the sky was 
ominous, and from far out at sea, towards Albania, the sky fulmin
ated, ripped by jagged strips of fire. To sleep was difficult, and to 
like awake fatiguing. Towards morning it lightened, but after 
breakfast it was fetid again and dark.
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“ What are their plans now, Tino ? ”
“ They’re going to leave after all. The officials, well, they’re 

underpaid, and the Jews, well they’re Jews,” and his fat hand made 
the universal sign for money.

They saw Chaim again that evening. All the Hebrews seemed 
to be in the town, some sitting along the quay, others packing out 
the cafes. It was in the sour cafe that they recognised Chaim with 
the same trio as before. Haversacks were scattered on the floor, 
beneath the tables, round their feet. They were drinking milk. 
Chaim returned their smile, but without any encouragement to 
the Englishmen to approach.

Back in their own cafe Tino was being aided by numerous re
lations, serving spaghetti and bread to a multitude. “ We are 
sorry they are going, these Hebrews.” Besides the emigrants, 
all the local youth had poured into the town to watch the Judas 
Maccabaeus depart; the old and middle-aged sat in the windows 
and on the balconies. Even though the sweltering day was bad for 
Sunday clothes, this was an entertainment worth many fine days 
with soft breezes.

Darkness was an intensification of the day. Lamps were lit 
all along the quay, and every fishing boat had at least two lanterns. 
The melon flowers perspired in the wilting heat. “ It will break 
soon. I t must break.”

“ We’ll have to move in a hurry when it begins to rain.”
Others had the same premonition, and clustered together inside 

and under awnings.
The priest of two nights before joined them. “ Nothing new ? ”
“ It’s confusing. One minute your Government is going to stop 

them, the next not. But they seem to be forming up for some
thing.” The priest sipped at a lemonade with ice in it. His deep 
eyes were without expression. “ No doubt they rely on our cor
rupt officials, and no doubt they’re right to rely on them.”

By half past nine the Jews had all embarked, the sky was still 
as tense, and when the engines of the Judas Maccabaeus began to 
grind it could have been thunder. But slowly the black hulk turned, 
threshing up the waves with a sinister rage. There were cheers 
from the Italians, a few humorous catcalls, and answering shouts 
from the deck. People turned back to the cafes, now the circus 
was over, then stopped where they stood. Another engine had 
started. The white gunboat roared : an immense searchlight shot 
out in front, and with rapid acceleration it unmoored itself and
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•sped after the Judas Maccabaeus. The dark slow hulk was trapped, 
lit up by the revealing glare before it could edge out of harbour, 
past the lion’s paw with the little farms. A gun exploded. Sym
pathies ricocheted, now favouring the officials, now the emigrants. 
Then it was over. The Judas Maccabaeus made a low rumble, 
swivelled round and loitered wrathfully back to the quay, the gun
boat .following : a black cow chivvied by a white hound.

In silence the Jews disembarked, and stood in a disconsolate and 
.angry huddle on the wharf. Badinage out of harmony with the 
situation was flung at them by one or two onlookers. Whiteclad 
officials ran up onto the quay from the gunboat, and one of the 
Hebrews spoke to them. It was apparent that the colloquy was 
bitter. It was also short. The Italians turned and strode into 
their hotel. The Hebrews looked dangerous, meditating action. 
But after some minutes’ fierce argument among themselves they 
formed into a squad, and then, remarkably, unformed themselves. 
In a shuffling mob they moved up towards the cathedral and the 
road that led to their camp. As they went, someone let out a 
comment, no doubt caustic, in the local dialect. The Jews turned 
in a body. The atmosphere was terrible, and as though to touch 
it off a flash of lightning split the sky, far off towards the east. 
One of the Jews at that moment stooped down, picked up a stone, 
.and hurled it with all his power at the statue, and the Mother 
and Child trembled from the blow. Fragments falling onto the 
ground could be heard distinctly.

The crowd of Italians, till then friendly, changed, and rumbling 
among themselves rushed forward against the Jews. At the same 
time the rainstorm fell heavily point by point through the fetid air 
onto awnings, melon flowers and shrieking combatants.

There must have been police in San Giovanni, but they did not 
show themselves. The disorder rioted through alleys, and along 
the lamplit quay. There was a constant thudding and kicking, 
occasional splashes as bodies fell into the sea, then flailing of water, 
then renewed fight. “ They are pious, my boys here,” said the 
priest, while the struggle crashed and banged outside the cafe. 
Pigeon turned to him furiously. “ Why don’t you try and stop it ? 
Aren’t you meant to be the agent of the Prince of Peace ? ” The 
priest shrugged his shoulders, sipping a  cognac. “ I ’m his agent, 
but unfortunately, I didn’t make his clients.” A sudden scrambling 
infall of Italians and Hebrews made the cafe perilous and they 
retired into the interior.
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“ I should go to bed,” said the priest. “ This sort of thing is 
not so unusual. You should see our elections. I’ll wait for- the 
rain to stop, and go home a back way. Good night.”

The rain lasted an hour, and during those sixty minutes the 
noise of fighting continued. At last, both sounds ceased, and a 
delicious calm overspread the town and its sleepers.

“ I wonder if we’ll see poor Chaim again.” There was the usual 
Caffe Capucino for breakfast, the same rolls and jam. Tino, 
sweeping up the glass, beckoned them to tread carefully to the 
door, and handed them again the amateurish telescope. “ Look ! 
the birds have flown, the sacrilegious hawks! ” Like mushrooms 
picked early, the tents had vanished. On the dry level ground 
some small human ants were visible, but they were not drilling. Tino 
laughed, holding his broom. “ The children of San Giovanni, 
seeing what’s left behind.”

After breakfast they left San Giovanni. And as they turned up 
the steep road under the mutilated Madonna they looked back to 
the small quay and the pretty harbour. The Judas Maccabaeus 
lay quietly at anchor ; but her name had again been changed ; 
some wit had substituted a bitterer surname than Maccabaeus. 
and on her decks children shrieked at play, and the blue waters o f  
the bay were ruffled as a happy boy plunged from the lower deck 
and came up spluttering with salt.
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